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< ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes a geometric configuration under
a. loaded condition and establishes location and magnitude
of. the maximum fillet stress by the use of the Finite
Element Method. Results are compared to Heyvood' s published
study.
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NOMENCLATURE
x original coordinate position along x - axis
y original coordinate position along y - axis
u - displacement of original coordinate position along
x - axis
v - displacement of original coordinate position along
y - axis
L magnitude of vector betv/een two points before loading
L =- \/ C x-l -
x2)^ + ( 31 - 72^
AL - magnitude change of vector between two points when
load applied
^L =- V rCx^-Xg) +. CuL-u2)a^ + CCy1-y2) + (v1-v2)u k - L
(I - stress
G - strain r: <^L/L
(T - E =- E a L/L
P - applied load to structure
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1..0 Introduction
Failure of turbine blade, fastenings,, gear teeth,, and screw
threads is primarily a result of large, tensile stresses present
in the root fillets,, as shown in Figure I. Timoshenko ( 1 ) has
shown that the assumption of uniform distribution of normal stresses
over a cross section of a prismatic bar of. varying cross section
gives satisfactory results, if the variation in cross section along
the bar is gradual. Abrupt changes in cross section give rise to
significant irregularities in stress distribution. At such points,
the distribution of the stresses is far from uniform and re
sults obtained on the assumption of uniform stress distribution are
entirely misleading. The peal: stresses in structures at points of
abrupt changes in geometry are extremely important in the fatigue
design
oi*
structural members subjected to repeated, loads,- and in the
design of members made, of brittle material subjected to loading of.
any type. Often it is. difficult to determine the maximum value of
the stress at a concentration by theoretical analyses.. For this
reason,, using photo-elasticity and other methods,, stress concentra
tion factors have been determined experimentally for many common
geometry changes.
Holes, grooves, notches,, and fillets in plates and shafts
subjected to axial, bending, and torsion stresses have been examined
in detail in this manner by Timoshenko ( 1 ) and Seely and Smith
( 2 ) . V/ith more complex geometric shapes as three dimensional
structures,, the stress concentration factor method becomes less
useful, and again experimental analyses are resorted to, for the
purpose of establishing accurate stress concentration values.
Poor correlation betv/een experimental observations, and
available analytical formulas for predicting location and magni
tude, of maximum fillet stress prompted many investigators
Dolan and Broghamer C 3 ),.Heywood ( }+ ) ,- Kelley and Petersen
( 5 ), and others to analyze this subject in depth. A signifi
cant, contribution to the analysis of maximum fillet stress was.
made by Heywood ( * ) He analyzed,, by two dimensional photo-
elasticity, the fastenings of blades of Rolls Royce gas turbines.
In addition, he analyzed various thread forms as loaded projec
tions and has given a semi-empirical formula to evaluate the
maximum fillet stress.
In this paper, an investigation v/as conducted using the
finite element method in determining maximum fillet stresses in
a given loaded projection geometry.. The configuration studied
is identical to that which Heywood ( '4- ) analyzed. Results, have
been compared and are presented herein. a typical steam turbine
blade and fastening of blade root to hub is depicted in FIGURE 1
under stress loading conditions. . *
centrifugal stress
static stress-^s j \_^r\S\/ vibration stress
FIGURE 1
2.0 OBJECTIVE
The objective of this thesis is to analyze various geo
metric configurations under a loaded condition and establish
location and magnitude, of the maximum fillet stress by the use -
of the Finite Element Method. Configurations studied by Heywood
v/ere; intended to be used as test cases to check for accuracy ob
tained by the Finite Element Method. Once accuracy and good
correlation v/ith known results v/ere achieved, modifications to
standard configurations v/ere planned to be studied by varying
critical variables one at a time and observing the effect on
the stress pattern in the fillet zone.
To permit the analysis planned in this thesis, a large
number of computer runs would have to ce made. The computer
would have to ba readily available and at a modest expense.. At
the time preparations, were made to run the. computer program at
Rochester Institute of Technology,, the college v/as experiencing
problems v/ith their computer... The. inability of the college to
correct its computer problems in a reasonable time frame forced
the writer and his advisor to seek computer services elsewhere.
Accordingly,, the. objectives had to be modified to minimize ex
pense by reducing the total number of computer runs. It v/as de
cided that only two computer runs be conducted to verify the ac
curacy of this technique. The first private institution contacted
v/ith available computer facilities v/as Chi Corporation in Cleveland,
Ohio. Programming problems could not be resolved and final data
were not obtained.. A local firm, Gleason Works,, under the guidance
of. Dr. Lowell Wilcox provided the assistance of Gleason person
nel, and computer facilities to arrive at results v/hich are pre
sented.
3-0 The Finite Element Method
Many stress problems can be solved by the classical theory
of elasticity as demonstrated by Timoshenko and Goodier, Theory
of Elasticity ( 6 ) . The. analysis of a large number of two di
mensional problems,: plane stress, and plane strain are solved by
this method.. In addition to the equations of equilibrium,, together
with boundary conditions,, all problems must satisfy the require
ment of compatibility at all points in the continuum* The prob-
'
lems of elasticity usually require solution of certain partial
differential equations with given boundary conditions.. Only in
the. case of simple boundaries can their equations be treated in
sc rigorous manner.. Very often,, a rigorous solution cannot be
obtained and numerical methods, are resorted to. There are two
methods, available
the- Finite Difference Method-anduhe~Finite -
Element. Method., The Finite Difference Method solves, the bihar-
monic equation numerically, . in the finite difference form.. The--
method is approximate, and a fine mesh may be necessary where
stresses vary rather sharply ,.
The Finite Element Method is a numerical technique involving
matrix analyses, in v/hich the. continuum is idealized by a finite
number of elastic elements interconnected at nodes. A linear
mathematical function is used to define the stress-strain relation
ship, thus the stress across the individual elements is predeter
mined. The displacement method technique of the Finite Element
Method employs the. principle of minimum potential energy to facil
itate assemblage of structural equilibrium relations for development
of stress and deflection analysis.. Zienkiewicz. ( 7 ) and Desai
and Abel ( 8 ) have discussed the basis of the method in detail.
The; importance, of the Finite Element Method is principally
due to its. ability to cope v/ith the geometric complexities of
the practical design analysis problem. The Finite Element Method
has. developed simultaneously with the increasing use of high speed
electronic digital computers on v/hich it is entirely dependent.
The procedure v/ould be of little use if computers v/ere not avail
able to solve the simultaneous equations that result from the
process.
3.1 Accuracy of the Finite Element Solution
The accuracy of the finite, element solution is dependent
upon a number of factors. The first decision in the analyses is
the.: selection of the shape or configuration of the basic element
to be used in the analyses*. The choice depends upon the geometry
of the body or structure and upon the number of independent
space-
coordinates (e.g. x,y, or z) necessary to describe the problem.
The finite element usually has a simple one, two, or three dimen
sional configuration. The boundaries of elements are often straight
lines, although for problems that can be. best represented in curvi
linear, coordinates, it is advantageous for the element shapes, to
be: similarly defined.
V/hen the geometry, material properties,- and such dependent
variables as a displacement can all be expressed in terms of one
independent space, coordinate, < a one dimensional element is appro
priate. r A one dimensional element may be. represented by a straight
line whose ends are nodal points.
Many problems can be approximated by a two-dimensional formu
lation; plane strain, plane stress are among some of the speciali
zations. The simplest element for tv/o dimensional problems is a
triangle. Other common types of two-dimensional, elements are the
rectangular and quadrilateral shapes. The former can be considered
a specialization of the latter ^Although any two-dimensional continu
um can be represented by an assemblage of triangles,, there are cer
tain problems in v/hich quadrilateral elements are advantageous a
Instead of directly using quadrilateral elements,, it is possible to
construct such shapes from two or four triangular elements as














The second, decision is that of mathematical form of the
displacement function v/hich is assumed to approximate the dis
placements for each element. Desai and Abel ( 8 ) indicate
three conditions, that the displacement function must
in order that convergence is assured.
A* The displacement function must be. continuous within the
elements, and the displacements must be. compatible, betv/een adja
cent elements. The first part of this requirement is readily met
by choosing polynomial, models,, v/hich are inherently continuous.
The second part implies that adjacent elements must deform without:
causing openings, overlaps, or discontinuities between the elements,
If the chosen displacement function of the. elements, causes discon
tinuity at the interelement boundaries, infinite strains and
stresses v/ould be obtained, whatever be. the grid refinement.
B. The displacement models must include the rigid body
displacements, of the element. If the displacement, function fails;
ta possess, such a term,, a rigid body motion of all nodes will, re
sult in strains within the element v/hen,. in reality,, there v/ill
be no strains developed by the rigid body motion of the structure.
C. The: displacement models must include the constant strain
states of the element.. The continuum has been replaced by a set
of finite elements. As the element size decreases or the. grid
becomes finer, the solution by finite element should, approach that
of the actual continuum. In the limit, the infinitesimal elements
should give the same solution as the continuums. In the continuum r
the strains will be uniform in any infinitesimal region. Hence the
displacements function should be able to represent this, effect.
The. third factor v/hich affects accuracy is the degree of
mesh refinement in regions of high stress.. Large, number of ele
ments,, or a fine mesh,: is required around holes, notches,, points
of load application or any other region in v/hich stress must be.
determined to high precision. This method relies on an increased
number of piecewise displacement models of simple form to repre
sent a complex exact solution.
A question of tradeoff arises to use higher order displace
ment, functions or finer mesh refinement to achieve accuracy of a
finite, element solution.. The obvious, tradeoffs are that of accuracy,
time and cost if the question is. to be properly answered. The gov
erning factor for such a decision is the degree of accuracy ob
tained^ per unit cost.. In the study, "High Order Triangular Plate
Bending Element," Olson ( 9 ) used a quintic polynomial for the
displacement function.. Olson states that the total number of ele
ments, required, to obtain a desired accuracy v/as always much small
er v/hen using the higher order elements. Nevertheless, no mention
was made as to the overall time saved due to rapid convergence
of solution or expense comparison.
3.2 Advantages of the Finite Element Method
The basic advantage v/hich the Finite Element Method has
over other numerical methods is that boundary conditions do not
enter into the equations for the individual finite element nor
the- algebraic (matrix) equations of the assemblage.. Therefore,
the: model under analysis need not be changed v/hen boundary con
ditions change.. Other variational or residual approaches require
trial solutions to satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions*
Variations of material property,, non-linear stress strain behavior,
time and temperature dependent behavior, discontinuities can be
prescribed for each element. Such variations create tremendous
complications in other numerical techniques. The generality of
the finite element procedure makes it a powerful, and versatile
tool for a wide range of problems. Many large. scale-general , pur
pose computer programs have been developed as a result of the
Finite Element Method.
In his study, "Large-Scale Computer Programs for Structural
Analysis," Gallagher ( 10 ) gives a history of the emergence of the'
general purpose program concept, sketches the technological base
for these programs, and tabulates the basic characteristics and
sources of information for many such programs. A discussion is
given of certain deficiencies of many of these programs and sug
gestions are made for new directions for future developments.
Listed on the following page is a sampler of Finite Element
Computer Programs available.
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3-3 Limitations of the Finite Element Method
Within the realm of linear elasticity,., finite element anal
ysis provides the capability to perform static and dynamic; struc
tural analyses of any tv/o or three dimensional body subjected to
load distributions. One limitation of the Finite Element Method
as indicated by Desai and Abel ( 8 ) is that a fev/ complex phenom
ena are not accommodated adequately by the method at its current.
state of development. Some examples of such phenomena from the
realm of solid mechanics are cracking and fracture behavior, con
tact problems, bond failures of composite materials and nonlinear
material behavior. Material nonlinearity in solid mechanics is a
notable example of. a field in v/hich understanding of the material
behavior has lagged behind, the. development of the analytical tool.
In-order, to. benefit fully from the. capabilities of the Finite Ele
ment-Method,, significant effortmust.be directed toward the devel
opment and evaluation of realistic, coefficients, and material pro
perties.
The use of the Finite Element Method is- limited to those; who
have access to large high speed computers.. The use of time sharing
and availability of computer service utilities has helped to allev
iate some restrictions to the prospective user. Computer graphics-
capability is essential for checking computer input and output.. A
typical finite element mesh may contain hundreds of nodes and ele
ments. A drawing of the resulting mesh is useful in checking for
suitability and correctness. Spotting mistakes in input data be
fore a program is run can save considerable time and money- Hand-
ling of computer output is also easier if the results are plotted
automatically- The analyst can reach design decisions faster by
viewing the output plotted form instead of scrutinizing pages of
printed answers.. The final interpretation of data should be done
with an av/areness of the assumptions employed in the formulation,
the. possibility of numerical difficulties,, and the limitations in
the. material characterizations used..
-fr.O Experimental Analysis Methods
Analysis. methods other than finite element exist which can
be. used in the solution of a stress problem.. From the. realm of
experimental stress analysis, the analyst
has-
at his disposal
several useful techniques, which are discussed by Dally and RileyOl).
l+.l Photoelasticitv Method
The: photoelasticity method has been the most frequently used
method to analyze stress distributions. In this method,, models
cut. out of a plate of an isotropic transparent material such as
Catalin 6I-893,. Castolite, Columbia Resin CR39 or Epoxy resin are
used.. It is known that under the action of stresses,, these mater
ials become optically double refracting. The index of refraction
of the model changes in relation to the stress system applied to.
the model. It is this optical, property upon which tho foundation
of. photoelasticity is based. The photoelastic method is direct,
relatively simple and the picture of the isochrornatic fringes gives
the complete stress field,, that is,- isochrornatic fringe pattern
gives lines along which the principal stress difference is equal
to a constant..
*f.2 Photoelastic Coatings
A scale model , v/hich exhibits the same orthotropic- proper
ties as the prototype is made and is given a surface coat of a
photoelastic. material, '^he. model v/ith the coat is loaded in a
reflection type polariscope and fringe patterns of the. isochro-
matics and isoclinics are obtained. If a good bond between model
and coat exists, the displacement field of the coat is the same as
the model at the bonded surface, and the resulting stress field
of the coat develops the isochrornatic. and isoclinic fringe. From
their, fringes,, the stress field at the bonded surface of the model
can be obtained -
Even with high loading, the deformations in the model are
very low since the Young's modulus of the model is high- As a
result, the fringe ordered developed in the coating is low v/hen
compared to a photoelastic model because of the low strains- and
the small thickness of the coat. One serious deterrent of the
method is. the thickness of the coat affects the accuracy of stress
calculation ..
*f..3 Brittle Coatings
The. brittle coating method of experimental, analysis provides
a simple and direct approach for solving a large class of problems
where; extreme accuracy is not required. The method is based on the
perfect adhesion of a coating v/ith brittle characteristics to the
component being studied. V/hen the loads are applied to the compo
nent, the. strains, which develop are transmitted to the coating.
There they produce a system of stresses v/hich ultimately cause the
coating to fail by cracking- Since the coating is designed to fail
at a low stress level, the component is not over stressed: and the
method is. classified as nondestructive* V/ith this method, con
struction of a model is not required and usually the prototype of
actual machine component can be studied. The -brittle-coating
method gives an excellent means of determining v/ith a high degree
of accuracy the locations of the maximum stresses.
if, If Moire Method
The Moire method of strain analysis,, which permits a
whole-field examination of the strain in a simple and direct
fashion,, can be employed in certain problems where the displace
ments, are relatively large. The Moire method is based upon an
optical phenomenon observed v/hen two closely spaced arrays of
lines are superimposed.. If the two arrays consist of opaque
parallel lines v/hich are not identical in either spacing (pitch)
or orientation,- then interference betv/een the two arrays occurs
and Moire fringes are produced- Three basic types of. Moire
patterns are produced v/hen
a) Two identically pitched arrays are placed together and
one is. rotated relative to the other ..
-b) Two arrays, each with a different pitch, are aligned
v/ith no. relative rotation.
c) Two arrays,, each v/ith a different pitch, are
placed"
together and one array is rotated relative to the other ..
In actual practice,- one array is placed on the surface of
i
the model and a reference, array is placed adjacent to the model
and aligned parallel to the model array.. Generally, the Moire
method becomes a very useful tool for analysis of plastic strains.
If .5 Strain Gauge Method
Once the direction and location of the maximum stresses
are established by one of the. former methods mentioned, strain
gauges can be bonded to the specimen to determine the. average
stress over the length of the strain gauge.. In the event that
no knowledge of the stress field or its direction is available
before the experimental analysis is conducted, three element
rosettes are. required in these instances to completely establish
the stress field..
Experimental analyses techniques have contributed greatly
to the understanding of the state of stress existing in a loaded
body. Experimental techniques nevertheless are subject to vari
ations in model construction, material properties, model fixturingr
and data measurement gathering.
'5*0 Literature Review
Many investigators have attempted to relate fillet stresses in
loaded projections to the geometric appearance of the projection.
Wilfred Lev/is, in 1893 applied elementary beam theory to symmetri
cal gear teeth. The Lev/is formula treats the gear tooth as a canti
lever beam and determines the value of a nominal flexural stress
at. an assumed weakest section of the tooth- This, section is lo
cated between the two points of tangency of the tooth profile with
a parabola inscribed in the tooth outline (referred to as the para
bola of uniform strength) v/ith its apex at the intersection of the
action line of the applied force and radial center of the tooth.
The. theory of flexure applies only to members of constant cross
section, and, therefore,., is. not directly applicable to the deter
mination of the stress in a gear tooth, or for that manner r where
cross section is varying.
Dolan and Broghamer ( 3 ) ,in 19^2, with the use of photo
elastic techniques analyzed fillet stresses in lk% and 20 degree *
involute gear teeth forms. Their work greatly influenced the use
of the Lewis formula by means of a stress correction factor- This
formula is. generally termed the modified Lev/is formula. The lim
itations, and inaccuracies of the Lev/is formula became apparent to
Dolan and Broghamer who had to make, corrections in the Lewis formu
la for pressure angle, fillet radius size, and point of load applica
tion. The location of the maximum stress by the Lev/Is formula and
modified Lev/is formula were in error, the maximum stress occurring
somewhat lower.The calculated stresses were much lower than the
ig
photoelastic observed maximum stresses for all models tested because
of the fact that, concentrations of stresses are invariably developed
at fillets or. other abrupt changes in section, and their stress
raising effects v/ere not considered in the derivation of the or
dinary flexure (Lev/is equation) .
R.B.Heywood ( -f ), in 19-f8, presented his photoelastic study
and semi-empirical formula for the analysis of tensile fillet
stresses in loaded projections- The approach was applicable to
projections assumed to be. flat on its upper and 'lower faces or
flanks and v/ith crests and fillets of constant and equal curvature.
Heywood 's results showed good correlation with his as. well as other
published photoelastic results- To analyze gear teeth, Heywood
suggested transforming the. gear tooth to an equivalent flat sided
projection constructed from the gear tooth. The tooth height is
divided by two,, and this, measurement transferred .radially to the
tooth profile. A line through this point tangent to the fillet
forms an equivalent straight-sided projection. V/ith the use of.
Heywood !s equivalent section,- v/hich remains the same for a given
evaluated tooth form, the point of maximum stress does not change
v/ith each new position of load on the profile. This is. in error as
noted by Heywood.. The actual change in position of maximum stress
is not great, particularly with small fillet radii, the method of
using a single point for maximum stress does agree fairly well v/ith
the average position of maximum stress in most cases as noted by
Kelley and Pedersen.
The. Lev/is method, on the other hand, indicates quite a large change
in the. position of maximum stress- In the same paper,, Heywood pre
sented his analysis of fillet stresses in screw thread forms showing
the effect of flank angle, thread form size, and fillet radius on:
the. maximum tensile fillet stress.
The. photoelastic work of Kelley and Pedersen (5 ), in 1957}
attempted, to extend the. Dolan and Broghamer formula to twenty-five
degree pressure angle gear teeth. 'It was . determined that reasonable
correlation of the i-olan and Broghamer type of stress: concentration
factor could be. developed for a few of the gears,, particularly those
having the higher numbers of teeth. The. error v/as very large. for
smaller numbers of teeth. This approach was. dropped and the formula
of"
the type developed by Heywood v/as used- Kelley and Pedersen for
mula added a term accounting for the effect of
the-
angle of loading
relative to the direction of the principal stress to the Heywood
formula. Comparison of the formula v/ith photoelastic models showed
good correlation.
Jacobson ( 12 ) , in 1955 and 1958, presented results accumu
lated from extensive photoelasticity analysis- Results v/ere com
pared to those, of Lewis, Dolan and Broghamer,. Heywood, and Kelley
and Pedersen. Jacobson presented a formula to establish strength
factors for tooth shapes and gives a construction technique for
locating points of maximum tensile and compressive stress.
One of the earliest attempts in the investigation of stresses
in steam turbine blade roots v/as conducted by Ryan and Rettaliata
(t-3). The investigation was experimental using two-dimensional
photoelasticity in the analysis of multiple T-shape hooks. They
presented stresses at various points and also gave stress concen
tration factors for the fillets.. Hetenyi ( I1*),; in 19-K), evaluated
stress concentration factors for T heads in bolts with two-dimen
sional photoelasticity.. The paper had attempted to illustrate the
type of work that can be done by photoelasticity. The Heywood for
mula for calculation of fillet stresses in loaded projections is
considered to be a significant contribution to the stress analysis
of turbine blade fastenings. The formula contains, terms for the
bending moment, a factor for the proximity of load and a ratio of
fillet radius to the depth of the weakest section of the. hook.
Neville Rieger (15), in 195^ j presented an analysis of stresses
in various hook shapes of turbine blade fastening employing photo
elastic analysis. Frincipal and shearing stresses v/ere obtained
for a number of projection configurations..
A general formula be it semi-empirical or not v/hich covers
most, if not all, practicable gear tooth or turbine fastening shapes,
offers the great attraction of comprehensiveness and compact presen
tation of experimental data- It has not been possible so far to
cover all the wide range of shapes. The Finite Element Method has
great versatility and thus has attracted much Interest.
Tuba (16), in 1971- applied the Finite Element Method to con
tact problems of solid bodies in order to establish the validity of
the results obtained and obtain faith in the method. A computer
program based on the displacement method to obtain the stiffness
matrix was developed to do all the calculations. Tuba concluded
that the Finite Element Method for solving problems of elastic
bodies in contact has demonstrated that the results obtained give
satisfactory accuracy without the use of excessive computer time,
and could have been improved up to the limitation of the digital
computer. Tuba extended the method developed for contact problems
of. solid bodies to the application of turbine blade fastenings.
He indicates that turbine blade root fastenings have very compli
cated geometry and it seems impossible to obtain closed form ex
pressions for stresses and displacements. By tb,e Finite Element
Method, he investigated the effect of clearances and frictional
forces on blade root fastening, obtained stress distributions,
and compared some of the results, v/ith available photoelastic re
sults. Since the error in the Finite Element Method is dependent
on the size of the elements of the finite element-representation,.
Tuba investigated element size effect.. He. concluded that the Fi
nite Element. Method can be used successfully to solve the blade
root and rotor steeple interaction problem. The. comparison of the
finite element results v/ith photoelastic results lacked detailed
agreement,, but both methods show the same overall trend.
Balasubramanian (17), in 1970, conducted a finite element
stress analysis of turbine blade hooks. The purpose of the work
was to furnish information for the design of blade fastenings.
Determination of maximum fillet stresses v/as the prime consideration
in the investigation.. Several hook formations were prepared and
photoelasticity measurements taken, results were compared to the
Heywood semi-empirical formula for loaded projections.
Balasubramanian determined that fillet stresses, obtained through
the Heywood formula appear to be close to experimental
N
values.
Discrepancy is approximately fifteen percent, but the error seems
to be sensitive to hook shapes. Heywood formula might give sig
nificant errors if the hook shapes widely differ from normal thread
sections. Photoelastic experiments were also conducted to compare
the maximum fillet stress obtained by the Finite Element Method
on some test problems for which theoretical solutions, were not
available. It. was shown thao a five percent error in the estima
tion of maximum fillet stress results assuming the photoelastic
experimental results to be exact.
Wilcox and Coleman ( 18) 5 in 1972, presented their work,
"Application of Finite Elements to the Analysis of Gear Tooth
Stresses." Their intent v/as to show how the method- of- finite
elements can be applied to the determination of the exact stress
distribution in fillet regions, of gear teeth and to determine the
maximum surface stress in the tensile fillet, on both symmetric
and asymmetric teeth. Based on this analysis, a simplified semi-
empirical formula v/as developed that gives tensile fillet stresses
as a function of tooth geometry and general loading conditions.
It v/as shown that the Finite Element Method was accurate, flexible,
and does not require previous knowledge about stress conditions
in the gear tooth.
6.0 Heywood 's Paper
R.B.Heyv/ood ( h ) in the paper,"Tensile Fillet Stresses
in Loaded Projections," presented a photo-elastic study and ad
vanced an empirical formula for calculation of maximum fillet
stress in loaded geometries. Certain assumptions were made in the
analysis of the projection. The simplified projection is assumed
to be. flat on its upper and lov/er faces, or flanks., and with crests
and fillets of constant and equal curvature- The projection is
defined by the linear dimensions D,P,and R and the angles oc and
shown in FIGURE 3. Where D is the overall depth of projection,.
P the pitch,. R radius of fillet (or crest) , and oC the platform
angle,., i.e. inclination of the loaded flank to a. line drawn per
pendicular to the row of projections.
FIGURE 3 Simplified Projection
The. many projection configurations analyzed by Heywood v/ere
done experimentally by means of the photo-elastic method, where
the test, piece simulated a row of projections in a- semi-infinite
sheet. Plane models made in glyptal resin (BT6I893) v/ere tested
in the usual room temperature technique,, where the concentration
of stress in the fillets v/as indicated by local increase in the
fringe order. For all projections tested,, the thickness of one
inch and a distributed force applied normally to the center of
the platform v/as used. Photo-elastic stress results were presented
and compared to Heywood 's new formula and the Lewis and modified
Lewis formula, for changes, in pressure angle,A fillet radii size
and proximity of load application to fillet.
Heywood. indicates that an analysis of the photoelastic
results reveals the fact, that in general, the nominal stress,, as
determined by the photoelastic stress divided by an appropriate
stress concentration factor, is considerably greater than the;
nominal stress as determined by calculation from the simple bend
ing moment formula. To obtain agreement, it is necessary to add
to. the nominal bending moment term M,. a term L, which depends on
the proximity of the load to the fillet, so giving the maximum
calculated fillet stress -lz. K(M+L) , where K is the stress concen
tration factor. The maximum fillet stress formula advanced \>y










Where W is load applied to projection,, t is the thickness of
projection, and the dimensions a, b, e, Ry and the angle X
are shown in FIGURE ha
FIGURE h
The weakest semi-section is defined by the line AD of
length e, FIGURE hr this being the perpendicular from A on to
the center line of the projection. Point A is found from the
point of intersection of the fillet contour with a line AF
drawn at thirty degrees from the center of the fillet radius.
For radius of b/e above three,, the angle of thirty degrees men
tioned above as determining the. position of A (or B) should be
somewhat smaller,, and, in fact, there should be a progressive.
diminution in the angle as b/e is increased above three to the
limiting case of b/e : eo (pure bending) ,. when the angle
should be zero.
The: arm of the bending moment does not appear to be related.
to this weakest section,, but is determined by the perpendicular
distance from the mid-point e of AH on to the line of action of
the load. This perpendicular distance a gives, the arm of the
bending moment. If the applied load is not perpendicular to the
platform,, the bending moment factor is automatically corrected,
since the arm a adjusts itself accordingly. The proximity factor
does not correct for this effect, and it is necessary to multiply
the factor J .36/be by ( 1 ** Sin &* ) , the product producing
results consistent v/ith those found photo-elastically. The bending
moment term plus the proximity term give the nominal fillet stress.
By multiplying the nominal fillet stress by the notch stress con
centration factor, the maximum fillet stress is obtained. The
stress concentration factor K depends only on the ratio- e/R and




The. formula v/as obtained by plotting the ratio of e/R against
the stress concentration factor K on logarithmic scales.
Heywood shows that by using his formula in nearly all cases
studied, the. fillet stress may be calculated within ten percent of
the photoelastic value. Two tables, v/hich summarize the results
of his work, are reproduced from Heywood 's paper: TABLE 6,
Dimensions and Loading Postions of Projections, and TABLE 7,.
Comparison of Stress Values for Projections Shown in TABLE 6-
In TABLE 7? the calculated stress is derived from the proposed
formula. In order to compare the new formula with the Lev/is and
modified Lewis formulae, the nominal stresses
fABLE 7
are also given.
Tahle 6. Dimensions and Loading Positions oi- Projections
Design Pr> jo 'lion Jimon>n-ns (see 1- iS- 19) Lo.u in*: -ee






inches inches inches dc~. min. deg. min. inches v!ci;. m;n.
lu 1-500 1050 0-300 10
lo~
50 0429 0
16 11 9> 91 20 50 10 0-505 99
2a 1* 0-720 99 10 39 6 . 0-2o5 91
26 11 99 91 39 6 10 0-169 19
2c 19 99 99 >> 99 a -14 6
2d 99 l 91 >i 91 it + 13 6
3.i 1* 1-500 19 10 s 9 0061 0
3c 19 99 11 99 n 1016 99
3d I 11 99 99 91 0-309 JJ
1-
11 1050 0-200 9* 3o 29 0-465 19
5a 99 91 0100 99 45 37 0-197 91
5c 19 9) 91 99 91 024S 91
5J 9> 99 99 99 99 0497 + 14 6
5c M It 91 91 19 J -14 IS
6a 99 0-300 0 2b 51 0-375 0
66 n 9* > 26 51 0 0-552 99
7j 6-800 CC 2-100 0 9* I'ure bcmling
76 4-950 91 1-474 99 99 99
7c 3-2SO 99 0040 99 99 11
7</ 2-410 91 0-205 99 99 91 9
8a i-i :s * 0061 91
090-
0
86 11 91 11 99 0-4oS 99
9- 1-256 11 01 23 91 l-Ool J
96 99 M 91 ; 0-561 91
10a 1-50S 11 0 254 J 1123 19
106 99 .. 99 i 0-4'W JJ
I la 2-l)i8 11 0-509 99 1 0 995
116 11 91 I Jw 0- 570 99
12a 1 2-011 91 0-507 91 I'ure bending
126 1-54 99 0-270 31 99 ti
12c 1 25 91 01 25 91 JJ ji
11/ 1-Ild 11 005.S 91 91 19
13a : 1150 11 0075 ,, 91 11
136 1-200 (1 0- 100 Jl 91 It
13c : l-3iHi Jl 0-150 91 91 91
nd l-l-HI l 0-200 11 99 11
13c 1-000 91 0-J00 > 91 91
IV i t-soo 11 0400 91 IJ 9t
n- 2000 91 0-500 11 91 99
IV. 2-200 91 0-000 19 99 11
IV i 2- UH) 99 0-700 91 "
13* 2-H00 )9 O-.SOO ! 91 it
Designs !a-7i/te- teJ In- the author, Jsj
(1942), 12a- 1 2./ by Weibel U" H\ ami
iVife; Dimensions pven lor di-signs
I inch wide.
-1 16 bv IVI.in and llroiili.iincr
i.;-l ,/: by l-'rochl i, I'i M.
I2a-1 )/.- arc lor a cantilever
Comparison or Stums Values ton Phojkctions
Shown in Tajile 6























































































































































































































































































Photo-elastic results of designs la-7i/ by the author, Sa-116 by
Dolan and Uroehonier, 12a-12J by Weibel, and 13a-13<fc by i-'rocht.
TABLE 6 TABLE 7
In the- same paper, Heywood proposes that the maximum fillet
stress formula he advanced can be used as a powerful method of sol
ving for the best configuration of screw thread for maximum strength.
Many graphs are presented in order to optimize flank angle and de-
crease, maximum fillet stress, determine relative fillet radius,
and stress concentration factor for varying relative contact area
thread forms. On the. basis of these graphs, the strongest thread
form can be determined.- In addition y Heywood indicates that fil
let, stresses in gear teeth can be analyzed by transforming the
gear tooth to an equivalent flat-sided projection.
The author failed to elaborate on tte choice of thirty degree
angle to fix point A upon which values of e, b, and are depend
ent.- The. choice of the dimension e indicated that the bisector
of. the flank angle v/as to be considered the neutral axis of the
projection, otherwise llx3x^ did not represent the nominal
bending moment M. Therefore, the. obvious choice for point. C
would be. the intersection of AB. and the bisector, i.e. the point
of. intersection of. the neutral axis v/ith the equivalent base of
the: projection. No reason v/as given for tne author's choice of
C,. although the value of a depended upon the position of C, and
no reason v/as given for the use of sin y in the factor Cl + ^Sinfcf) ,
although cos 2f would have, given the normal component, of W. There
fore,- accuracy regarding the expression cf the stress concentration
factor K might be questioned. In addition, the author based his
calculations of the effects of concentrated loads on experiments
done, with distributed loads.
7>P- - DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM
7.1 Definition of Problem
The configuration chosen for computer analysis is shown
and defined in FIGURE 5 below.. It is identical to Heywood1 s
geometric: configuration la shown in TABLE 6.
P r Pitch - 1-500 inches
D z Overall Derrun of Projection r 1*050 inches
R 5 Radius of Fillet and Crest s .300 inches
ck z Platform angle of loaded flank ~ 10 s* m
(S - Platform angle of unloaded flank = 20 50'
Dentil of Configuration z 1 inch
FIGURE 5
The configuration in FIGURE 5 is shown again in
Figure 6, but. subdivided into one hundred sixty-one (161)
two-dimensional ,- six. noded triangular elements, resulting
in three hundred seventy (370) nodes. The configuration
has been subdivided into six (6) partitions to facilitate
calculations.
The boundary restrictions imposed on this configura
tion are zero displacement for nodes 1-12,. 22, 23, 33? 3*+?
^+5- ^5) 55 56, 71 72, 92, v/hich are far removed from the






an actual boundary restraint..
Two loading conditions v/ere analyzed and are shown below in
FIGURE 7 for. CASE I and CASE II. In CASE I,, a. one hundred (100)
pound load is applied normally to the center of the loaded flank
at node #217. Ihe CASE I loading condition is equivalent to
Heywood 's. configuration la except for load of one pound used by
Heywood..
The CASE II loading condition shows an applied load of one
hundred and one half (100.5; pounds. The load is at an angle of
5.71 degrees from the horizontal and applied to node #256. This
loading condition was not analyzed by Heywood. The choice of CASE ^
II loading parameters, appears to be. made somewhat arbitrary in
light of the fact that more computer runs v/ere not obtained for
comparison purposes. The initial intent v/as
aIso~to
observe effect
of. a tangential load component on the magnitude and location of the
fillet stress. As: a result of only one computer run, involving
a tangential load component, such correlations could not be made.





to the Center of
Loaded Flank
FIGURE 7 LOADING C01DITI0KS
For CASE I study,, the stresses obtained by the Finite Element
Method are directly compared to Heywood 's results. Heywood 's pro
jection construction technique is implemented to establish location
of the maximum fillet stress. For CASE II study, Heywood 's pro
jection construction technique and use. of proposed stress formula
were implemented to establish location and magnitude of fillet
stress before comparisons could be made v/ith the Finite Element
Method results.
7.2 Computer Program
The computer program and facilities- v/ere supplied by the
Gleason Works Company. The Finite Element program v/as developed
by Gleasnn using canned subroutines obtained from I.B.M. For
two-dimensional problems, the program uses, a six noded triangular
element* The displacement function is quadratic of the form
a + b x y + cy2 4 Dx * Ey. To obtain stresses at points
other than at nodes, linear strain interpolation is. used.
8.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
8.1 Computer Print Out
Computer results for CASE I and CASE II loading conditions
are presented in Appendix CASE I and Appendix CASE II correspond
ingly. From the computer print out subheading, "Entry Stress,
Stress Analysis Ordered for Elements. 1 Thru 161," the element
number having the largest principal normal stress can be deter
mined.
To obtain location and magnitude of the. maximum surface
stress, calculations are required. Linear strain interpolation
calculations are used to arrive at stresses betv/een nodal points
for v/hich computer data is presented. An example is presented to
clarify the discussion..
Example




Values of x,y for nodes 152 and 339 are input data describing
geometry. Therefore initial location of node 338 can be dete]
mined.
338 - 152 339
y338 - (yl52 - y339)/2
After load is applied to structure, values of u,v for all nodes
can be obtained directly from computer print out subheading, "Dis-
placement Solution Vector". Change in displacements betv/een nodes
can now be determined (u--^ - u gr u^Q - ^39. vi52~V338'
V333 - vo^g)- Values for L, . L,
(T'
, K can be calculated.
The solution assumes stresses betv/een nodal points to be constant.
Greater refinement can be obtained v/ith smaller triangular ele.-
ments, implementing greater number of nodal points.
8i 2 . CASE I. Results.
Computer results indicate that the largest principal
normal stress occurs at the centroid location of element.
number 138. Calculations are required to establish the
surface stress at nodes which lie along the boundary of this
element before maximum surface stress can be determined. In
TABLE I,, results of calculations are presented. Values for
x, y, u, v. are obtained from computed data .
TABLE I - CASE I Node Surface Stress
1*2^8 V,8 ^9 a^9- WJ






yry2 .039 .039 .0-f7
v;1-v2. .025 x
10""^
.031 x 10'^ .033 x
IO"?







r ^2.2 -4-26.8 378.3
K ^.022 W268 3.783
The maximum tensile stress from TABLE I is between nodes
338 and 339 having a stress concentration factor of 1f.26.
The corresponding photoelastic stress concentration factor
of if. 33 and calculated from Heywood 's formula of -K-i-9 is
presented in TABLE 7. The Finite Element Method predicts
the stress to be five percent less than the Heywood formula
and only one percent less than the photelastic stress value.
FIGURE 8
CASE I HSYV/OOD'S MAXIMUM
FILLET STRESS LOCATION NODE 3^
Employing Heywood 's equivalent projection construction, it
is shown in FIGURE 8 that the maximum tensile stress occurs
at node. (3*+0) ,. somewhat lower than predicted by the Finite
Element Method.
8,^ CASE II Results
178 16-? 165 IT? 152338 338339 339 3-f0
xx-x2 -.0109 -.0109 -.0195 -.0.195 -.0^+3
uru2 -.!6-fxlO-5 -.151x10-5 -.087x10-5 -.080x10-5
-.088x10-5









cr -H8.8 -i-98.2 593.0 590 507.3
K -f.18 ^.98 5.93 5.90 5.07
The maximum tensile; stress, from TABLE II is between nodes
152 and. 338 having a stress concentration factor of 5.93.
Since Heywood did not present data for CASE II loading con
dition,- it becomes necessary to determine parameters, used
in the. stress formula,- by implementing the equivalent flat
sided projection construction presented in FIGURE 9. The
substitution of the established values for a, b, S, R,
into Heywood' s stress formula yields a stress concentration
factor of 6.08. The Finite Element Method predicts the stress
to be two percent lower and location of maximum stress higher






= . 52 S
= . 3oo
FIGURE 9
CASE II HEYWOOD '3 PROJECTION CONSTRUCTION
9.0 CONCLUSION
1. Fillet stresses predicted by the. Finite Element Method
are five percent lower for CASE I and tv/o percent lower
for CASE II compared to Heywood' s results.
2. The. Finite Element Method predicts fillet stress to be
one percent less for CASE I v/hen compared to photo
elastic results.
3. For a given loaded projection, the Finite Element
Method shows the change in location of maximum fillet
stress v/ith change in load position. Heywood predicts
the point of maximum stress to remain the same with
new position of load on profile.
h. Location of maximum fillet stress predicted by the
Finite Element Method is at a higher point in the
fillet zone, closer to applied load, in both cases
studied than Heywood 's: prediction.-
5. Computer time to perform Finite Element calculations
averaged one hundred four (lO^f) seconds for each case
studied. Cost per run v/ould depend on computer size
and facilities. Average cost one hundred dollars.
6. Heywood 's results gave excellent correlation v/ith the
Finite Element Method for the geometry studied.. In
general, geometries resembling thread forms can be ac
curately studied using
Heywood' s approach v/ith an ac
curacy limit of plus or minus ten percent.
7- A further investigation and correlation of fillet
stress magnitude and location for varying geometric
parameters and loading conditions is suggested.
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OFLSATCK NTE*EOt 1399 PR 10,
OPEfciTQH EIHE&Em 1399 PR 55.
OPEhATON E"Tff(FOI 1399 PR 90.
TtSTSYS/POOUO.
886,746 SEC CPU, 106,057 SECS 10
7a CARDS BEAD 1 4S I LINES PRINTEO
MEM INTEGRALl CODE* 1 010 , 951 OATA.32320.5 1
AVERAGE CORE USaGEi COOl =1061 DATA.33922
15103155 EOj 1398 "? EXECUTE TESTSYS".
0,064 SEC CPU. 0.357 SECS 10
HEM INTEGRAL! C-DE-0.022, 0ATA=0,385
AVERAGE COKE USAGEi CODE. 49 DATA.S72
ELAPSEO TIMEl 0t46ilt
.1 652020A0I




..*..... INPUT OATA .....
ENGTH ' 60000 OPTION 2 NET . 161 NNT a 370 MAXNNf 0 NMAT 1 NQC * " NLOAO m 1
ME 30 NmN > 14 NSET 6 NZIP . 0 NB . 0 NROT < 0
OR SUPER FLEKENT 1
31 < 10 K02 4 N8C * 0 NCI . 1 NC2 > 11 NC3 55 NC4 45
REF 1 "4MUT ' 1 NNPP 312 NEPP "131 THICK 1.00 MREO
t 0, Yl 0. ZI 0,
2 . ,23f-0l Y2 s 0. Z2 * 0,
3 c ,23f.01 y3 a ,539E*00 Z3 = 0.
> 0. Y * ,539*0O ZA 0.
LSI 0 *ES2 i 0 NES3 = 0 NES4 a 0
BR SUPER FLt-'ENT 2
Jl 10 N02 2 N6C 1 NCI 45 NC2 = 55 NC3 92 NC4 s 72
KEF* 1 ANAUT 1 NNPP .312 NEPp t31 THICK * 1.00 MREO * 1
1 45 *2 * 55 MS2 - 1 LOC = l CH 11 LP 1 LLVCL 1
t . 0, Yl * ,539E*00 ZI = 0,
2 < ,23f*01 y2 = ,539E*00 Z2 = 0,
3 . ,2Jf*01 Y3 ,7b lE'CO 73 0,
S . 0. Y4 s ,7oiE00 Z5 = 0,
LSI = 0 >ES2 0 MES3 3 NES4 s 0
LLC 2 LXC a .177E01 LYC .761E+00 LZC 0
LLC = LXC = ,269E*00 LTC = .781E+C0 LZC 0 i
LLC 1 LlC , o, LYC . ,731E*00 LZC a 0 i
JR SUPE>* ELEMENT 3
)1 " 6 K07 * NSC * 1 NCI 7a NC2 - 82 NC3 M28 NCA -120
SEF 1 *AAUT = 1 NNPP =312 NEPP =131 THICK 1,00 MREO . : 0
I . 74 "2 AZ S2 =1 LOC 1 MCN 9 LP * I LEVEL 0
I .289F.0O Yl * ,761E*00 ZI = 0,
2 m ,lloE*01 y2 = .7ai00 Z2 = 0.
5 a ,10/F01 y3 .113E-01 Z3 0.
J . ,45ir00 Y4 .113E*01 Z4 0,
LSI * 0 KES2 0 NES3 = 0 NES4 = 0
it SUPE* ELEMENT 4
tl 4 t-02 > i NRC - 1 NCI c 88 NC2 = 92 NC3 =iaO NC4 = 134
IEf 1 N4NAUT 1 NNPP 312 NEPP cl31 THICK = 1.00 MREO 0
1 68 t-2 a 92 MS2 = 1 LOC 1 MCN 5 LP 1 LEVEL - 0
I .|7?F*01 >i m ,781E*00 ZI = 0,
i . ,2i4f*0l y2 ,781E*00 Z2 . 0,
1 ,?3i.r*Cl Y3 .113E-G1 Z3 = 0.
' * .20-f.Ot Y* ,113E*01 Z4 0,
LSI 0 ' ES2 - C NES3 0 NES4 > 0
IR SUPER ELEMENT 5
11 1? N02 c 10 N8C - 1 NCI -149 NC2 152 NC3 >?82 NC* ?7o
.V . - - -
IRKF" 1 MANAUT 1 NNPP "312 NEPP -131 THICK MREO
Ml "120 2 128 MS? .1 LOC 3 MCN . 9 LP 1 LEVEL 0
XI ,297r00 Yl ,113E*0I ZI - 0,
x2 ,l23r01 y2 .1 1 301 Z2 . 0.
X3 ,113f01 Y3 ,176E0t Z3 0.
X4 .547F-00 Y ,178E*01 Z* 0.
NtSl 0 KS2 0 NE$3 * 0 NES4 0
FOR SUPER ELEMENT 6
N01 * N02 4 NRC 1 NCI 283 . Nc2 .1*8 NC3 "312 NC4 .30*
LAEF* 1 "ANAUT 1 NNPP 312 NPP *131 THICK 1.00 MR0
Ml .1*4 M2 .|-e MS2 1 LOC . 3 MCN . 5 LP 1 LEVEL 0
ll .l-r01 Yl * .1131*01 ZI 0.




X< ,20aF*0l Y4 ,l6E*t Z4 0.
NES1 > 0 NES2 0 NEJ3 0 NES4 0
NOOAL TE*PfRAT>JRES
NOOES 1- 370 HAVE TEMP. 0,
KANAULLY 'ENERATEO OATA
ELEMEN T lOOES TTPI NATLt THICK.
132 72 31* 321 320 319 313 ,100E*01
133 72 73 74 315 321 314 ,100E*01
13* 74 3'.6 323 322 321 315 ' ,100E*01
135 74 93 10? 317 323 316 .lOOE^Ol
136 10? 318 149 324 323 317 .lOOF^Ol
137 10? 111 120 150 149 318 ,100F*01
138 12* 325 339 338 15? 151 .100E+01
139 128 119 110 326 339 325 .lOOF^Ol
140 110 327 341 30 339 326 .100F+01
141 110 328 84 329 341 327 .100F.01
142 110 101 82 83 64 328 .lOOF^Ol
1*3 84 330 343 32 3I 329 ' .lOOE^Ol
1* 84 331 345 344 343 330 ' .tOOF^Ol
1*5 64 85 86 332 345 331 ' .100F+01
1*6 3*7 346 345 332 86 333 ' .100F+01
1*7 3*7 333 66 87 88 334 .100E+01
1*8 347 334 88 335 349 348 i .100E+01
1*9 134 336 349 335 68 129 .lOOF^Ol
150 134 337 283 350 349 336 < .100E+01
151 13* 139 144 264 283 337 1 .lOOF^Ol
152 272 352 362 351 270 271 ' .IOOE+01
153 272 353 364 363 362 352 ' .lOOF^Ol
15* 272 273 274 354 364 353 ' .100F+01
155 366 365 36a 354 274 355 i . I0OF.OI
156 366 355 27 275 276 356 ' ,100F<OI
157 366 356 276 357 368 367 < .100F+01
158 278 358 366 357 276 277 ' ,100f01
159 278 359 370 369 368 358 t ,ioor*oi
160 278 279 280 360 370 359 < .100F.01
Ul 280 261 28? 361 370 360 < ,100F*01
NODE co-rihu TEMP
319 0. 8V8F ? 00 0, 0,
321 .18E ? 00 9381 ?00 0, 0,
3'3 ,??f PO 1071 ?01 o. n.
362 .6771 uo lV3t ?01 0, 0,
36* .7"-l 00 1V7I ?01 o, o.
366 ,85? ? 00 1981 ?01 0. o.
368 .30E ? 00 1V6E ?01 0. 0.
i'i) .to.-l ul 1VU MM o. n.
319 .127f ? 01 lOSf ?01 0. n.
341 ,13ae*01 ,953F00 0.
3*3 ?Ol ,V 1 l00 0,
1*5 .153E.01 ,898E*00 0.
3*7 .167C.01 ,930E*00 0.
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TOTAL CPU TIME IN SECONOS TOTAL I/O TIME IN SECONOS
THIS PROBLEM KILL BE SOLVED USING THE OUT OF CORE VERSION OF FEABL
NB -10161 NBAVG * 126 NREC1 12*
t **
.
*t FFFFfFFF IftFEFfE AA 8RRRR LL *
nirrrrr ITLEEnE AAA* HniUIIIH LL . .
* FF EE *A AA BR BR LL t *
< FF EF AA AA BR BR LL ?
4. FF tr AA AA BR HR LL . .
< FFFFTF crirrr AAAAAAAA RRRRR LL *.
a. mrrr EFtFEE AAAAAAAA BRRBH LL . *
. FF EF AA AA BR BR LL . *
at rr EF AA AA BR RR LL * .
a. rr EF AA AA RR BR LL A
** rr EEEEEEEE AA AA BR8BBB LLLLLLLL A
< rr EEEEEEEE AA AA BRASS LLLLLLLL *
*.
*
< FINITE ELE HENT ANALYSIS BASIC LIBRARY VERSlfN 3
**
.. option 2l PLANE STRESS/STRAIN WITH TRIM6 *
* *










1 .lOO0O0[*01 I 13 25 24 23 12
2 ,10OO00E*01 1 2 3 14 25 13
3 ,1000001*01 3 15 27 26 25 14
.100000001 i * 5 16 27 15
S ,100000E*01 5 17 29 28 ?7 16
6 ,1000001*01 5 6 7 18 29 17
7 lOOOOOE'Ol 7 1? 31 30 29 18
e lOOOOOE'Ol r s - 9 20 31 19
9 , 1000001+01 > 21 32 31 20
to ,1000001*01 10 11 22 33 21
11 ,100000E*01 2.1 35 7 46 45 34
12 ,100000E*01 2:1 2* 25 36 47 35
13 ,100000E*01 2!. 37 49 48 47 36
14 .looooor*ni >> 96 91 38 49 37
agflggsataata^ggnF*<J7*T Tjtv*',JJv[":. Itfjirt 'ua-h-j**
15 4 1 . tnonnoi *oi 19 51 SO 49 38
16 4 1 ?M 29 4 0 51 JO
17 4 1 iieooooi*o 41 53 5? 51 40
16 4 1 .100000f0 30 31 4? 53 41
1 4 1 .1000001*0 43 55 54 S3 42
20 4 1 ,100000E*0 32 33 44 55 43
21 4 1 ,100000E*0 57 74 73 72 56
22 4 1 . 1000001*0 46 47 58 74 57
23 4 1 tl0O000E*O 59 76 75 74 58
2* * 1 ,100000E*0 60 78 77 76 59
25 4 1 ,100000E*C 48 49 6) 78 60
26 4 1 .1000001*0 62 80 79 78 61
27 4 1 ,1000C0E*0 63 82 81 80 62
28 4 1 .100000E+01 50 51 64 82 63
29 4 1 .100000E+0! 65 84 83 82 64
30 4 1 .100000E*0 66 66 85 84 65
31 1 ,100000E*0 52 53 67 86 66
32 4 1 .1000001*0 53 68 88 87 86 67
33 4 1 a100000E*01 53 69 90 89 88 68
3* 4 1 .100000E*01 53 54 55 70 90 64
35 4 1 .1000001*0 71 92 91 90 70
36 4 1 .100C00t*O 94 104 103 102 93
37 4 1 .1000001*0 75 76 95 10* 94
38 4 1 .100000E*0 96 106 105 104 95
39 4 1 ,100000E*0 77 78 97 106 96
40 4 1 ,100000E*0 98 108 107 106 97
41 4 1 ,100000E*0 78 79 80 99 108 98
42 4 1 ,100000E*0 80 100 110 109 108 99
43 4 1 .100000E+01 80 81 82 101 110 100
44 1 ,100000E*0 102 112 122 121 120 111
45 4 1 , 100000E*0 102 103 104
'
113 122 112
46 a 1 .100000E*0I 104 11 124 123 122 113
<7 4 1 .100000F*<I1 104 105 IA* 115 174 114
48 4 1 ,1000001*01 106 116 126 125 24 115
49 4 1 .100000L*0 106 107 106 117 126 116
SO 4 1 ,1000001*0 108 118 176 127 76 117
51 4 1 t 1000001*0 106 109 110 119 28 118
52 * 1 .1oooooe*o 68 130 136 13S 34 179
53 4 1 inoocoio A8 89 90 131 36 130
54 4 1 .1000001*0 90 132 136 137 36 131
55 4 I .1000001*0 I 90 91 92 133 38 13?
56 4 1 ,100000E*0 134 140 1*6 145 44 139
57 4 1 tl00000E*0 134 135 136 141 46 140
58 4 1 .1000001*0 136 142 148 147 46 141
59 4 1 .1000001*0 136 137 138 1*3 48 142
60 4 I ,100000E*0 149 154 168 167 66 153
61 4 1 .1000001*0 L 149 150 120 155 68 154
62 4 1 .100000E*0 120 156 170 169 68 155
63 4 1 .1000001*0 120 l?t 1?2 157 70 156
64 4 1 ,100000E*0 I 122 158 172 17] 70 157
65 4 1 .1000001*0 1 122 123 124 159 72 158
66 4 1 .1000001*0 1 1?4 160 174 173 72 159
67 4 1 .1000001*0 I 124 125 126 161 74 160
68 4 1 ,1000001*0 1 1?6 162 176 175 74 Ul
69 4 1 .100000E*0 I 126 127 128 163 76 162
70 4 1 ,100000E*0 1 128 164 178 177 76 163
71 4 1 ,1000001*0 1 128 151 152 165 78 164
72 4 1 .1000001*0 1 166 180 194 193 92 179
73 4 1 ,100000E*0 1 166 167 168 181 94 180
74 4 1 ,1000001*0 1 168 182 196 195 94 181
75 4 1 ,100000E+0 1 168 169 170 183 96 182
76 4 1 .1000001*0 1 170 184 198 197 96 183
77 4 1 ,100000E*0 1 170 171 172 185 98 184
78 4 1 ,100000E*0 L 172 166 200 199 96 185
79 4 1 .1000001*0 172 173 174 187 >00 186
80 4 1 .100000E*0 174 188 202 201 >00 187
11 4 1 .1000001*01 174 175 176 189 707 188
12 4 1 1000001 *ot 176 190 ?04 ?03 702 189
13 4 1 .1000001*01 176 177 178 11 ?04 190
8* 4 1 .1000001*01 12 206 2?0 219 ?1B 205
65 4 1 .1000001*01 192 193 194 207 220 206
86 4 1 .1000001*01 194 208 222 221 220 207
87 4 1 .1000001*01 194 195 196 ?09 222 208
88 4 1 .iooooof*oi 196 210 224 223 222 209
89 4 1 ,1000001*01 196 197 198 211 224 210
90 4 1 .1000001*01 198 212 276 225 2?4 211
tl 4 1 .1000001*01 198 199 200 213 ??6 21?
92 4 1 .1000001*01 200 214 278 227 ?26 213
93 4 1 .1000001*01 200 201 202 215 228 214
94 4 1 .1000001*01 202 216 230 729 228 215
95 4 1 .1000001*01 202 203 204 217 230 216
96 4 1 .1000001*01 218 732 246 ?45 244 231
97 4 1 .1000001*01 218 219 220 733 246 232
98 4 1 .1000001*01 220 234 248 ?47 246 233
49 4 1 .1000001*01 220 221 222 235 248 234
100 4 1 .1000001*01 2?2 236 250 749 248 235
101 4 I .1000001*01 222 223 224 237 250 23*
102 4 1 .1000001*01 224 238 252 251 ?50 237
103 4 1 .1000001*01 224 225 226 239 ?52 238
104 4 1 .1000001*01 226 240 254 253 252 239
105 4 1 .1000001*01 276 227 228 741 254 240
106 4 1 .1000001*01 228 242 256 ?55 254 241
107 4 1 .1000001*01 228 229 230 243 256 24?
106 4 1 ,1000001*01 244 258 272 271 270 257
109 4 1 .1000001*01 244 245 246 259 272 258
UO 4 1 .1000001*01 246 260 274 273 272 259
111 4 1 .1000001*01 246 2*7 248' 261 774 260
112 4 1 .1000001*01 248 262 276 275 274 261
113 4 1 .loooooF*m 248 249 250 763 776 26?
114 4 1 1000001*0 250 764 778 777 ?76 7*1
115 4 1 ,1000001*0 2*0 251 25? ?65 ?76 ?64
116 4 1 .1000001*0 252 266 280 ?79 278 265
117 4 1 .1000001*0 252 253 254 767 780 7*6
118 4 t .1000001*0 254 268 26? 781 760 267
119 4 1 ,1000001*0 254 255 256 ?69 282 266
120 4 1 ,1000001*0 263 266 294 793 292 285
121 * 1 .1000001*0 1 263 284 144 787 294 286
122 4 1 .1000001*0 144 268 296 795 294 287
123 * 1 .1000001*0 144 145 146 289 296 288
124 4 1 .1000001*0 1 146 290 298 797 296 289
125 4 1 ,1000001*0 1 146 17 148 291 298 290
126 4 1 .1000001*0 1 292 300 308 307 306 299
127 4 1 .1000001*0 I 292 293 294 301 3C8 300
128 4 1 .1000001*0 1 294 302 310 309 308 301
129 4 1 .1000001*0 1 294 295 296 303 310 302
130 4 1 ,1000001*0 I 296 304 312 311 310 303
131 4 1 .1000001*0 1 296 297 298 305 312 304
132 4 1 .1000001*0 I 72 314 321 320 319 313
133 4 1 .1000001*0 I 72 73 74 315 321 314
134 4 1 .1000001*0 1 74 316 323 322 3?1 315
135 4 1 .1000001*0 I 74 93 102 317 323 316
136 4 1 .1000001*0 I 102 3ia 149 324 323 317
137 4 1 .1000001*0 1 102 in 120 150 149 318
138 4 1 .1000001*0 1 128 325 339 338 152 151
139 4 1 .1000001*0 1 128 119 110 326 339 325
140 4 1 .1000001*0 1 110 327 341 340 339 326
1*1 4 1 .1000001*0 1 110 328 84 329 341 327
142 4 1 .1000001*0 1 110 101 82 83 84 328
143 4 1 .1000001*0 1 84 330 343 342 341 329
144 4 1 .1000001*0 1 84 331 345- 344 343 330
145 4 1 ,1000001*0 1 84 85 86 332 345 331
146 4 1 .1000001*0 t 347 346 345 33? 86 333
1*7 4 1 ,1000001*01 347 333 66 87 88 334
1*8 4 1 .1000001*01 347 IM 88 33S 34 3*8
J49 4 1 .1000001*01 134 336 349 335 88 129
150 4 1 .1000001*01 134 337 263 350 349 336
UJ 1 .1000001*01 134 139 144 284 283 337
152 4 1 ,1000001*01 272 352 362 351 270 271
153 4 1 .1000001*01 272 353 364 363 362 352
154 4 1 .1000001*01 272 273 274 354 364 353
155 4 1 ,1000001*01 366 365 364 354 274 355
156 4 1 .1000001*01 366 355 274 275 276 356
157 4 I .1000001*01 366 356 276 357 368 367
158 4 1 .1000001*01 278 358 368 357 276 277
159 4 1 .1000001*01 278 359 370 369 368 358
160 4 1 .1000001*01 278 279 280 360 370 359
lil 4 1 .1000001*01 280 281 282 361 370 360
OCI AXIS 1 AXIS 2 AXIS 3 TEMPERATURE
1 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 0. 0. o. 0.
3 .4666001*00 0. 0. 0.
o, 0, o. 0.
5 .9376001*00 0. 0. 0.
6 0. 0, 0. 0.
7 .1406401*01 0. o. 0.
9 0. 0. 0. 0.
9 .1675201*01 0. o. 0.
10 0. 0. 0, 0,
11 ,2344001*01 0. o. 0,
12 0. 0. o. 0.
13 0. 0. o. 0.
14 0, 0. o. 0.
15 0, 0. o. 0.
li 0, 0. o. 0.
17 o. 0. o. 0.
18 o, o. (>. 0,
H o, 0. o. 0.
20 0, 0. 0. 0.
21 0, 0. o. 0.
22 o. 0. 0. 0.
23 0. ,2695001*00 0. 0.
24 0, 0. 0. 0.
25 ,4686001*00 ,269500E*00 o. 0.
26 0. 0. o. 0,
27 ,9376001*00 .2695001*00 o. 0,
28 0. 0. 0. 0.
29 ,1406401*01 ,269500E*00 o. 0.








































































































































































































97 0. 0. 0.
96 0. o. 0.
94 0. o, . o.
104 0. 0. o.
101 0, 0. 0.
107 .3710001.'00 ,95JOOOL00 ft.
103 0. 0. ft.
10* .5565001*00 .9530001*00 ft.
103 0. 0. n.
104 .74?ooor< oft ,95.ionor*oo 0.
tor 0. o. "l
108 .9275001*00 ,9530001*00 ft.
109 0. 0, o.
UO ,1113001- 01 .9530001*00 o.
lit o. 0. o,
112 0. 0. 0.
113 0, 0. ft.
114 0. o. o.
115 0, o. o.
Hi 0. o. "t
117 0, Ot o,
116 0, 0. ft.
119 0, 0. ft.
120 ,4531671*00 ,1125001*01 ft.
121 0. 0. 0.
122 .6093331*00 .1125001*01 0,
12) 0. 0. 0.
124 .7655001*00 ,1I2500*01 o,
125 0. 0. o.
126 .9216671- 00 .1125001*01 0.
127 0. 0. o.
128 ,107783E*01 .1125001*01 o.
129 0. 0. o.
134 0. 0. o.
131 0, 0. o.
132 0. 0. o.
131 0, 0. o.
134 .1886501*01 ,953000*00 0.
135 0. 0. o.
136 .2115251*01 ,953000E*00 o,
137 0. 0, o,
138 ,234400E*01 ,9530001*00 o.
134 0, 0. 0,
144 0, 0. 0.
141 0. 0. o,
142 0. 0. 0.
143 0. 0. o.
144 .2005331.'01 ,1125001*01 ft.
145 0. 0. ft.
144 .2174671.01 ,112500E*01 o,
147 0, 0. 0.
148 ,2344001.01 ,U2500E*01 o,
149 ,2970001.'00 ,1125001*01 o,
154 0. 0, 0.
151 0. 0. ft.
152 .1234001. 01 ,U2500E*01 0.
153 0. 0. 0,
154 o. 0. o.
155 0. 0. t
156 0. 0. 0.
157 0. 0. 0.
158 o. 0. 0.
159 0, . o. 0.
160 0. 0. 0,
141 0, o. o,



































































161 0. 0. ft.
164 0, 0. ft.
165 0, 0. 0.
166 .3470001*00 ,1256201*01 0,
167 0. 0. 0.
168 .4912001*00 .1256201-01 o.
169 o. 0. o,
174 ,4354001*00 ,1256201*01 o.
171 0. 0. o.
17? ,7796001*00 ,1256201*01 ft.
173 0. 0. o.
174 .9238001*00 ,1256201*01 o.
175 0. 0. 0.
176 .1066001*01 .1256201*01 o.
177 o. 0, o.
178 .1212201*01 .1256201*01 o.
179 0. 0. o.
164 0. 0, o.
161 0. 0, 0.
162 0. 0, 0.
161 0, 0. 0.
164 0, o. 0.
165 0. 0. o.
166 0. 0. o.
187 0, 0. o.
189 0, o. o.
189 0, 0, 0.
194 0. 0. 0,
191 0. 0. ft.
192 ,397000E00 ,138740E*01 o.
193 0. 0. 0.
194 .529233E*00 ,138740E*01 0,
195 0. 0. 0,
194 .6614671*00 .1387401*01 o.
197 0. 0, o.
198 .7937001*00 ,138740E*01 o.
199 0. 0. 0,
204 ,9259331*00 ,1387*01*01 . o,
201 0. 0, o.
202 .1056171*0! ,138740E*01 o,
201 0, 0. 0.
204 .1190401*01 .134740E+01 o.
205 0. 0. o.
204 0, 0. 0.
207 0, 0. 0.
?01 0. 0. 0.
204 0. 0. 0.
210 0. 0. o.
211 0, 0. o.
212 0, 0, 0.
213 0. 0. 0.
214 0. 0. o.
215 0. 0, 0.
214 0. 0. 0.
217 0, 0. 0,
218 .4470001*00 .1518601*01 0.
219 0. 0. 0.
220 ,567267E*00 .1518601*01 o.
221 0. 0. o.
222 .6875331*00 , 1518601*01 0.
223 0. 0. 0.
224 .60700E*00 ,1518601*01 o.
225 0, 0. 0.
226 .9280671*00 .1518601*01 0.
227 0, 0. o,



































































7711 0, o. 0.
23< I 116660(4 01 .1516601*01 o.
7 1 o. o. .
71 o. ft. ft.
?3 1 0. o, o.
?J< o. o, Ol
tr1 o. 0. ft.
?3l1 o. o. ft.




?3<1 0. o, ft.
) o. o, ft.
?4 o. 0. ft.
?4 ! 0. 0. o,
24 1 o. 0. o,
? 1 497000E. 00 ,1649801*01 o.
24 > 0, 0. o.
2*( 1 6053001. 00 ,1649801*01 o.
24 o. 0, ft.
24! t 7136001. 00 ,164960E*01 0.
?4 I o. 0. o.
25< 1 8219001. 00 ,1649601*01 0.
25 0. 0. o.
25 1 t 9302001. 00 .1649601*01 fl.
25 1 o. 0,. ft.
25 1 103850E. 01 ,1649801*01 ft.
25'S 0, 0. 0.
25 1146801. 01 .1649801*01 o,
25 ' 0, 0, o.
25'1 o. 0. 0,
25 ) 0. 0. o.
76 ) 0. 0. 0.
24 1 o. 0. 0.
76 > 0, 0. 0.
26 1 o. 0. ft.
76 I 0. 0. ft.
26'S 0. 0. o.
26 1 o. 0. 0,
76 ' o. 0. o.
76 1 o. 0. 0.
26<1 0. 0. 0.
271 1 547000E' 00 ,1781001*01 0.
27 0. 0. o,
271 ' 1 6433331. 00 ,178100E*01 0.
27 1 0. 0, 0.
27 1 739667E. 00 , 1 781001+01 ft.
27 S 0. 0. 0.
?7i 1 f 8360001. 00 , 1781001*01 0.
27 ' 0. 0. 0.
271 1 f 9323331. 00 .17810OE+OI o,
27') o. 0. 0,
28' 1 1 1026671*01 ,178l00E*0l 0.
78 0. 0. o,
28! 1 t 1125001. 01 ,17B100E*Ol 0.
?e 1 1 1836001. 01 ,1125001*01 0.
78 1 0. 0. 0.
26'> o. 0, o.
78 1 0. 0. o.
26 ' 0. 0, o.
28 I o. 0. 0.
28 I 0, 0. . o.
29<) o, 0. 0,
29 0, 0. 0.
29! t 193750E< 01 .1390501*01 0,
29 1 o, 0, o.



































































295 0. o. o.
296 2208501 >01 ,139050E*01 o.
297 0, 0, 0.
29! t 234400E ? 01 ,1390501*01 0.
299 o. 0, ft.
300 0. 0, 0,
301 0, 0. 0.
302 0. 0. 0,
303 o. 0, ft.
304 o. 0. 0.
305 0. o. o.
306 2039001*0! ,1656001*01 0.
307 0. 0, .
308 1 2140671 01 .1656001*01 0,
304 0. 0. 0.
310 t 224233E.01 .165600E+01 o.
311 0. 0. o.
312 t 5344001*01 ,1656001*01 o.
313 0. 0. 0.
314 0. 0. o.
315 o. 0, o,
316 0, 0. 0,
317 0, 0. 0.
318 0. 0, o.
319 0. ,898000E*00 0.
320 0. 0, 0.
321 1460001. 00 .937500E+0O ft.
322 0, 0. 0.
323 2A2000E*00 .1016001*01 o.
324 0. 0, 0.
325 0. 0, o.
326 0. 0. 0.
327 0, 0. o.
328 0. 0, o.
329 0. 0. 0.
330 0. o. 0.
331 0. 0, 0.
332 0. 0. 0.
333 0. 0. 0.
334 0. 0, 0.
335 0, 0. 0.
336 0. 0, o,
337 0. 0, o.
338 0. 0. o.
339 ff 127300E< 01 ,104700E*01 ft.
340 0. 0. 0.
34 1 359001' 01 ,953000E*00 0.
342 0, 0. 0.
343 t 144500E 01 ,914000E*00 0.
344 0, 0. 0.
345 153100E* 01 ,8980001*00 0.
346 0. 0. 0.
347 672001* 01 ,930000E*00 ft.
3a9 0, 0, 0,
349 773001a 01 .1008001*01 0.
350 0. 0. fi.
1*l 0. It. ft.
352 0. 0. ft.
351 0, 0. o,
354 0. 0, o.
355 0. 0. o.
354 o, 0. ft.
35/ 0. 0. fl.
358 0. 0. ft.
359 0, 0. o,



































































361 0. 0 ft.
142 ,6720001*00 1V30OOL *01 0.
363 0. 0 o,
364 ,7580001*00 1969001*01 o,
365 0. 0 0.
344 .8520001*00 I97700E*01 o.
347 0. 0 A.
366 .9300001*00 1961001*01 o.
364 0. 0 0,











DUMP OF TABLE 4,
......?... ...... ISOTROPIC MATERIALS* * .......... .......
TL PROP NO E NU RhO ALPHA
1 ,30001*08 ,25001*00 0. 0.
? ..*....................... OR THOTRQP I C HA TER I ALS**??.*?
il prop n3 tx ey Ext g Rho alpha : alpha





G "eight alpha AREA
no Elements of this type in structure-
Kxxi I<YY) KXY)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 2 0.000 o.ooo
1 2 0,000 0,000
1 2 0.000 0,000
1 2 0,000 0.000
1 2 0,000 0,000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0,000
1 2 0.000 0,000
1 2 0.000 0,000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0,000
I 2 0,000 0.000
1 2 0,000 0.000
I 2 0.000 0,000
1 2 0,000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0,000 0.000
1 2 0,000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0.000
1 2 0.000 0.000
CPU TIME IN SECQNQs
LOADS
LOOF FORCES
I 2 100.000 -10.000
CPU TIME IN SECONOS'
38 NO OF I/O SECONO"
0 NO OF I/O SECOND"
17
ENTRY 0!)G
GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX POPULATION FACTORS
FULL LwK T STORG "100 POPui BINS AVG SSANO*
274170 78378 ,286F*00 .1061*03
SANO MARGIN OU"P
IOF- -LN7 - -OOF- -LNz- -DOF- -LN2- -OOF- -LN7" -OOF- -LNZ- -OOF- -LNZ* -CCF- -LNZ- -CCf- -IN7- -OOF- -INZ- OCF- -LNZ-
1 1 75 49 149 93 223 203 297 203 371 343 445 341 519 49 1 593 2'1 667 17!
2 1 76 49 150 93 2?4 203 298 203 372 343 446 391 570 491 594 291 663 171
3 1 77 53 151 93 275 2ft3 299 203 373 343 447 391 5?1 491 595 24 1 669 175
4 1 78 53 1*2 93 276 203 300 203 37a 343 448 39! 572 491 596 29 1 67c 175
5 I 79 53 153 93 277 207 301 255 375 347 449 395 553 495 597 583 671 175
6 1 80 53 154 93 228 207 302 255 376 347 450 3'5 574 495 598 58 3 672 1 75
7 5 81 57 155 93 279 207 303 255 377 347 451 395 575 495 599 58 3 673 2*7
6 5 82 57 156 93 230 207 304 755 378 347 452 395 5?6 495 600 583 674 7*7
9 5 63 5.7 157 97 231 211 305 297 379 351 453 399 557 499 601 583 675 755
10 5 84 57 158 97 232 211 3P6 297 38o 351 454 399 578 499 602 583 676 755
11 85 61 159 97 233 211 307 239 381 351 455 399 579 499 603 5S7 677 71'
12 9 86 61 [60 97 234 211 308 239 382 351 456 399 530 499 604 587 678 2!'
13 87 61 161 97 235 215 309 239 333 331 457 403 531 503 605 587 679 2!9
14 1 63 61 162 97 23* 215 310 239 39s 331 458 403 532 5C3 606 587 6:. 719
15 1 3 89 45 163 97 237 215 311 739 355 331 459 403 533 5"3 607 591 68< 167
16 1 3 90 45 164 97 238 215 312 239 3c6 331 460 403 534 503 608 59] 682 167
17 1 3 91 45 165 101 239 203 313 239 387 331 461 435 535 507 609 591 63 3 167
18 1 3 92 45 [66 101 2*0 203 314 239 388 331 462 435 516 507 610 591 684 1*7
1 1 7 93 45 167 101 241 203 315 243 339 335 463 435 537 507 611 583 68; 167
20 1 7 94 45 68 101 242 203 316 243 390 335 464 435 538 5C7 612 583 68* 1*7
21 1 7 95 49 169 101 243 203 317 2*3 3'1 335 465 4 35 519 487 613 583 637 1*7
22 I 7 96 49 170 101 244 203 318 243 392 335 466 435 540 487 619 583 688 (*7
23 I 97 49 71 101 245 207 319 247 393 3 39 467 4.19 54J 487 615 583 689 167
24 1 96 49 72 101 246 207 320 247 394 339 C6fl 439 542 nil 6 1o 58 3 69* 1*7
25 I 99 53 73 105 247 207 371 247 395 339 469 439 543 437 617 587 691 '.71
26 1 100 53 74 105 243 207 372 247 396 339 470 4 39 544 487 618 587 692 171
27 t 1C1 53 75 105 249 211 3?3 251 397 343 471 443 545 491 619 587 693 171
26 1 102 53 76 105 250 211 3?4 251 398 343 472 443 546 491 620 537 694 171
29 5 103 57 77 105 251 211 375 251 399 343 473 443 547 491 471 591 695 : 75
30 S 104 57 76 105 252 211 376 251 400 343 474 443 548 491 622 591 696 175
31 i 105 57 79 105 253 215 3?7 255 40) 347 475 4*7 549 495 623 59 1 697 I 75
32 ) 106 57 60 105 25o 215 378 255 402 347 476 147 5*0 445 6?4 591 698 |75
13 <1 107 61 61 109 255 215 379 255 403 347 477 447 511 495 675 143 699 2*7
34 < 108 61 62 109 256 215 330 255 404 347 478 047 5*2 a95 626 143 7C0 7*7
35 > 109 61 83 109 257 175 331 297 405 351 479 45) 5-5 3 499 677 143 701 539
36 <" 110 61 64 109 258 175 332 297 406 351 480 451 5S4 499 628 143 702 ^39
37 l 1 111 89 65 147 259 175 333 797 407 351 481 4*1 5t5 499 6?9 143 703 S39
38 i:1 112 89 1 66 147 26o 175 334 297 408 351 482 451 5*6 499 630 143 784 539
39 ,:1 113 89 ] 87 147 2*1 175 335 739 4 09 383 483 455 5S7 503 631 147 705 S43
o i:1 114 89 ] 68 147 262 175 336 239 410 383 484 S5 558 503 632 147 70* t43
'1 Ii 115 89 ] 89 147 2*3 179 337 739 411 383 485 455 5t9 503 633 147 707 S43
2 11 116 89 90 147 264 179 338 239 412 383 486 455 5*0 503 634 1*7 709 S43
43 U 117 93 91 151 265 179 339 239 413 383 487 435 5*1 507 635 203 7C9 547
44 ]] 116 93 1 92 151 266 179 340 239 414 383 48 8 435 5*2 507 636 203 710 t7
45 t 119 93 1 93 151 267 175 341 743 415 387 489 435 5*3 507 637 143 711 t47
6 120 93 1 94 151 268 175 342 243 416 387 490 435 5*4 507 638 143 712 547
J7 ) 121 93 1 95 155 269 175 343 243 417 387 491 435 5*5 267 639 143 711 551
46 122 93 1 96 155 270 175 344 23 418 387 492 4 35 5*6 267 640 143 714 551
49 123 97 1 97 155 271 175 345 247 419 391 493 <i39 5*7 267 641 143 7 15 551
30 1 124 97 ] 98 155 272 175 346 247 420 39 1 494 4 39 5*8 767 642 143 7 16 5M
51 125 97 ] 99 159 273 179 347 247 421 391 495 439 5*9 565 643 147 717 S55
52 5 176 97 i 00 159 27 179 348 247 422 39 1 496 439 570 565 644 147 718 555
S3 5 127 97 i 01 159 275 179 349 251 423 395 497 443 571 287 645 147 719 555
54 *
~ A^ 1 CQ 57a 179 350 251 424 395 498 443 57? 287 646 147 720 555
55 9 129 101 203 147 277 2*7 3*1 251 475 3V5 499 443 573 767 647 203 721
56 9 130 101 ?04 147 778 2*7 1*7 7*1 47* 195 Soo <43 *7j 7*7 648 701 7?;
5/ 9 131 101 ?05 147 279 2*7 353 2*5 4?7 39 9 501 447 575 7*7 649 214 773
14 9 132 Iftl ?0* 147 7*0 7*7 1*4 75* 478 Tfl* *02 4*7 5'ft 767 6to 219 7?
59 13 133 101 707 147 71 2*7 3*5 ?55 479 399 503 447 577 787 6*1 219 775
40 13 134 lot 208 147 ?2 2*7 35* ?55 430 J49 5 0* 447 578 ?8 7 652 219 7?A
41 13 115 10* 70 9 151 ?1 77] 1*7 Hi 'l (. ' to* * | t7V 7l **1 1*7 T?r
42 13 136 105 710 151 ?64 771 .1*8 V1 1 41? 4 0 1 5 0* 4*1 **0 791 A*4 1*7 778
41 17 117 10"! 711 IM ?"* 771 i-.v 1 M *'J A tl 1 litf 4"M I"! /l *t ij r/i
84 17 138 105 212 151 ?66 271 3*0 331 434 403 508 4*1 5*2 741 *** 163 73(1
IS 17 139 105 213 155 77 2*7 3*1 331 435 383 5 09 4*5 583 5*5 657 1*7 731
46 17 140 105 214 155 268 267 3*2 331 436 363 510 455 5*4 5*5 658 167 732
17 45 141 104 215 155 2*9 2*7 3*3 335 437 383 511 4*5 5*5 565 659 167 733
IS 45 142 109 216 155 290 267 364 335 438 383 512 455 5*6 565 6*0 167 734
69 45 143 89 217 159 29 I 2*7 365 335 439 383 513 487 567 287 661 167 735
70 45 144 89 218 159 292 2*7 366 335 440 383 514 4*7 588 287 662 167 734
71 45 145 89 219 159 293 271 367 339 441 387 515 487 589 287 663 167 737
72 45 146 89 220 159 294 271 3*8 339 4*2 387 516 487 590 287 664 167 738
73 49 147 89 221 203 295 271 369 339 443 367 517 4*7 591 287 665 171 739
74 49 148 89 222 203 296 271 370 339 44 387 518 487 592 287 666 171 74C 555
PARTITION OF STIFF&ESS MATRIX ANl OUT-OF-CQRE SOLUTION Is RlQO
STIFFNESS MATRIX HAS BEEN PARTITlONtO INTO 3 29557 ->,0R0 SEGMENTS
NUMBER OF OOF/SEGMENT VAHIES FROM >9 TO 57 4
CPU TIME IN SECONOS' 34 NO OF I/O SECONO 30
CPU TIME IN SECONOS* 39 NO OF I/O SECOND 1 20
TOTAL OF
ENTRY PLAC
1 SETS OF POINT lOAOS ORUEREO ACCUMULATED TO FORCE VICTOR. BFGI'-NlNG
' ITH SET
LOAOS IN SET 1 < 2 TOTAL)
qOF * 511 ** 51?
YALUE #1001*03 -,1U010?












TOTAL OF 1 SETS OF CONSTRAINTS ORDERED APPLIED TO STRUCTURE. BEGINNING WITH SET 1







21 .... 22 ..
0, 0
67 ...* 68 **
jl .... J42 .... 143
0. 0.
















?4 ...a 43 ..
0. 0
86 ...a 89 *a
0. 0
J44 .... 183 ..<
0. 0,










USER SPECIFIED MATNIX CONOITION 1
CPU TIME IN SECONOS" 654 NO OF I/O SECONO" 14
ENTRY SEGsMo
USER SPECIFIED DUMP CONOITION 1
PRFSCRIbFO FOHCE/nISPL*CEMFNT VECTOR























0-* '/////////> 0. >> 0. < ft. ' 0.
! 0. ' o, i o. < 0. > 0.
if. 0. o. > 0. n. > 0.
i U. > 0, > 0, ' o, o.
4 0. o. ' 0. ' 0, ' 0.
5-. 0. Cl, > 0. > 0. > 0.
6-a c. o. ' 0. >' 0. ' 0.
7- 0. ' o. > 0, ' o. ' 0.
b- 0. ' o. > 0. 0. ' 0.
9-. u. ' - o. ? 0. < 0, ' 0.
10-. 0. ' o. 0. 0. > 0.
11- Ci, ' . 0, . 0, i 0, ' 0.
12-* 0. ' > o, > 0. ' 0. 0.
13-* u. > 0. ' 0, 0. ' 0.
14-* 0. o. t 0, - 0. ' 0.
ts-* u. ' o. > 0. ' > 0. ' 0.
16-a 0. ' o. i 0. ' 0, ' 0,
17 0. ' o. ? 0, ' 0. > 0,
16-*
.
' o, . o. <' 0, ' 0,
19-a y 1 o. t o. .' 0, ' 0.
20-* 0. > o. > 0, ' 0. > 0,
21-* 0. > o. > 0. ' t 0. > 0.
22 0. o. . o. ' 0. > 0.
23-. 0. ' o. > 0. > 0. > 0.
24-* ll. > o. > 0. 0, ' 0,
25-a l. ' o. > 0. " 0. > 0.
26". 0. c. ' 0. ' 0. ' 0,
?7-* 0. " o. > 0, 0. > 0.
28-* 0. ' o. ' 0. < 0. > 0,
29-a c. ' o. > 0, 0. ' 0.
30-. 0. ' o. 0. <> 0. > 0,
31-* 0. > o. ' 0, > 0, ' o.
32-. 0. ' o. i 0. " ' 0, > 0.
33-* 0. o. > 0. < 0. ' o,
34-. 0. . 0, > 0. 0. i 0.
35-* 0. ' o. > o, . 0. > 0.
36 0. ' o. 0. 0. > o,
37 IJ. o. ' 0, < 0. <> o.
38 0. ' o. > 0. ' 0, ' 0.
39-*
. o. ' 0, < 0, <' 0,
40 0. ' o. ' 0. ' 0, 0,
41-. 0. o, ' 0. < 0. ' 0,
*2 0. 0. >< 0, 0. > 0.
43 0. o. 0. < 0. 0.
44 0. . 0. ' 0, < 0. ' o.
45 0. ' ' o. , 0, < 0. ' 0.
46 0. o. ' 0, 0. ' 0.
47-. ll. . 0. 0. 0. > 0.
4a 0. . 0. ' 0. ' 0. > 0.
49-* 0. ' o. > 0. < 0. ' 0.
50-* 0. o. 0. < 0. ' 0.
51-* 0. ' *.100E*03 -.100E*02< 0. > ' 0.
52- 0. ' 0. ' 0, ' 0, 0,
53-* 0. ' 0. ' 0. . 0, ' 0.
54-. 0. ' 0. ' ' 0. ' 0. ' 0.
5b-* li. o. > o. < 0. ' 0.
56-* (,. I 0. < o. 0. 1> A.
. 0, i o. ' 0, ' 0. *
? fl, . fl. 0. n. *
. 0. 0. 0. ' o.
0, 0. i 0. ft. *
. 0. 0. < 0. ft. *
. 0. . 0, < 0. c.
. 0. < 0, 0. ft. *
. 0. o, ' 0. ' c. *
. 0. 0. i 0. * 0, .
. 0. 0. ' 0. ' 0.
. 0, 0. * 0. - 0.
0. < 0. < 0. < C. .
o. 0. 0. ' *
. 0. 0. ' 0. ' 0.
A 0. 0. < 0. ' 0. *
? o. 0. ' 0. CL. *
* o. 0. ' r 0, ** *
. e. 0. <' 0. o. .
0. 0. ' ' 0. c, .
* 0. 0. o. .> 0. .
. 0. 0. <' o. < e.
0. 0. ' 0. . 0.
. 0. < 0. 0. c.
. 0. 0, 0. . C.
0. 0, o. . 0,
. 0. ' 0. ' o. ' C.
. 0. ' 0. > 0. > C A
. 0. ' 0. > 0. > 0.
. 0, ' 0. ' 0. ' 0.
0, > 0. 0, 1 0. A
o. > 0. ' o. . 0.
. 0. 0, ' 0. I 0.
* 0. ' 0. ' 0. > 0.
. 0. > o. < 0. .0. .
* o. > 0. ' ' 0. 1 0. *
. 0. > 0. ' 0. > e. a
0, > 0. ' 0. . 0.
0, 0. ' 0. C. *
. 0, ' o. ' 0. > 0, A
0. 0. > 0. > 0. *
. 0. ' 0. ' 0. o. .
* 0. ' 0. ? 0. 0. .
* 0. > 0. > 0. > 0. A
0. > 0. > 0. ? 0.
0. > 0. ' 0. o.
A 0. 0. ' o. . c.
* o. ' 0. > 0. ' 0.
. 0. > 0. > 0. . 0.
0. ' 0. 1 0. i 0. *
"* o. ? 0. ' o, ? 0.
* o. ' 0. ' 0. > 0.
. 0. . ' 0. ? 0. A 0. *
o. > 0. ' 0. A 0. A
0. o, ' 0. A 0.
. 0. > 0. ? 0. A 0.
* 0. > 0. 0. A 0. .















































































































































































0-. '///////// 0. 0. 0. .
1 l>. 0. * 0. . 0.
2-* 0. 0. * 0. > 0.
3 -.4*2|r-07 ,454-07*.1401-06 ' -.5751-07*
4- ,1611-06*.1131-06* 8291-07 0. *
5- -.409^-06* .351E-07*-.9931-07 ' -.653E-08*
6- .491^-05*-.3531-06* ,3031-06 ' -.1911-06*
7 -.676E-06* -.1591-06* -.6831-06 > -,119E-u6*
8- .104F-OS*-.6101-06* .729E-06 > -.461E-06*
9- 0. * -.3801*06* -.9851-06 ' -.4051-06*
10- .140E-05*-.880E-06* .146E-05 -.8031-06-
11-* 0. * 0. 0, > -.4611-06*
12-* -,838r-06* -.9101-06* .366E-06 * -.9531-06*
13-* .192F-05* -.1121-05* .1601-05 > -.7691-06*
14-* .715F-07*0. 0. ' 0, *
15 -.192E-05* -.146E-05* -.156E-05 ? -.1531-05*
16-. .I21E-05*.143E-05. .187E-05 -.1641-05*
17-. .2011-05*-.111E-05* .1481-05 -.841E-06*
16 .I73F-06* -.1381-0** 477E-07 > 0.
19-* -,l*3r-05* ".273E-05* -.1081-05 > -.229E-05*
20-. .2031-05*-.273E-05* .2681-05 -.772E-05*
21 -.1051-05* -.373E-05* -.2551-06 > -.3241-05*
22 .3001-05*",39a.:-05* -.3121-05 > -.4131-05*
23-. -.2101-06* -, 442:-ob. .5821-06 ' -.4371-05*
24-. -.332F-05* -. 56t-C5* -.2601-05 ' -.5761-OS*
25 .7331-06*-.5851-05* .1651-05 ' -.S781-05*
26-. .306F-06*-, 7121-06* .1311-06- -,14?l-o*
27-* ,220r-06* -. l?t>!-06* .1041-06 > -.1081-06*
28-. .191F-06* -.571E-07* .8351-07. ' -.4971-07*
29 ,l3a--c>i*.7661-07*.659 -07 .7571-07.
30- -.399F-05* -.5*1--05* .4511-05' -.5691-05*
31-. -.3531-05* -.69SE-05* -.2741-05 ' -.7071-05*
32 .7A2F-06* -.716E-05* .1761-05.' -.7131-05*
33 ,6181-05* -.8391-05* -.5561-05. -.835F-05*
34 -.1S8F-05* -.859fC5* -.980F-06" -.86*1-05*
35 .2951-05* -.8*61-05* .4121-05' -.R701-05*
36-* -.4831-05* -, 9941-05* -.3781-05" -.1011-04*
37-* -.2821-08* -. 1031-04* .9121-06' -.104F-04*
38-* .571F-05* -.1061-04. .7351-05' -.1161-04.
39-. -,27dr-05* -.1161-04* -.1601-05. -.1 191-04*
40 .207F-05*.1731-04* .3201-05 -, 1231-04*
41-. -.6061-05. -.133E-04* -.4921-05' -. 1331-04*
42- -.771f-06 -.1.391-04* .2221-06' -, 1401-04*
43-* .459F-05* -.1451-04* .6101-05' -. 146F-04*
44 -.3*01-05* -.1*21-04* -.2531-05' -. 1531-04.
*5 .I35--05* -.1*31-04* .2311-05' -, I6AF-04*
46-*
.
8321-05* -.1681-04* -.5781-05' -.1681-04*
47 -.1297-05* -,]7t-04A -.3521-06' -. 1 7*1-04.
48 .34r-05". 1951-04* .4451-05' -.7011-04.
49 -. 4231-05* -.1871-04. -.3091-05' -, 1681-04*
5U .9511-06* -. 1971-04* .1921-G5'-.7071-04.
51-. .5831-05* -.2*01-04* .6571-05' -.7031-04.
52 -.176--05* -, 7061-04* -.6921-06' -.7081-04.
53-* .3181-05*,?70t-04* .410E-05' -.7251-04*
54 -.450F-05* -.2701-04. -.3401-05' -.7201-04*
5b-. .5851-06*.2741-04* .153E-05'-.72*1-04*
56 .514F-05*--. 7331-04. .577E-05' -.737E-04*
0. 0
0. * 0




































































-.1861-05* - 7|4f -05*
.2731-05*
- 70"! -OS*
-.4611-05. - 8371 -05*
-.689E-07* - ?69f -05*
.542E-05*
- 884| -05*
-.2851-05. - 1011 -04*
.197E-05.
- 104[ -04.
-.601E-05* - 11*1 -04.
-.8531-06* - 1201 -04.
.4511-05-
- 1?4F -04.
-.3741-05* - 134F -04.
.
1131-05* - 1471 -04*
.8101-ObA
- 15IF -04*
-.1521-05* - I55f -04*
.3331-05.
- t*8f -04*
-.4601-05* - I69f -09*
.6581-06. 1 8 Of -04*
.5*71-05*
- 707F -04*
-.2031-05* - 189F -04.
,2871-05*
- 208F -04.









0 , . 0 * 0. ? 0





0 . - .1011-06*.4191-06* - .233F-07.
,604F-06- .3591-06',6491-06*
.4l7f-06.










. 15H-05* - .810E-06*-. 177--C5* - ,8431-0*.
.1481-05.



































16E-05* .3301-05*- 55 1-05*
-
.1001-05*
















- ,5431-05*.46-1-05* - 547r-C5.
-
.5151-05*- 636 -05* -.4371-05* - .'901-05.
-
.103F-05*
- 7161-0** -.1151-06* - 72S1-C5.
.3S5F-05*
- .7081-05*
, 44 -r-05* - 72.1r-05.
-
.3*81-05*






- 9951-05* -.584F-AS* - 9921-C5*
-
.18*1-05*
- 1021-04* -, 57<;l-r.6* - 103F-C4.
,3041-05*
- lQ4-04* .4351-05*- 1 0 5 r - 0 5
-
.488F-05*
- 1 161-04* -.38CF-C5* - 117F-C4*
.9071-07-.121 E-04* . 1051-05* - 12?r-C4.
,60*1-05*
- 1251-04*
, 77 61-nb* - 331-04.
-
,2741-05*
- 135E-04* -.1A9F-05* - 137F-04.
.2171-05* 144-04* .3221-05*- 134F-04.
-
.5991-05*












- 1701-04* -,236r-05* -
, l7?r-34.
.






- 191E-04* -, 1491-C7* - , 1941-34.
,3851-05*
- 7171-04* .4511-05*- 234F-04*
-
,3911-05*
- 7041-04 -.2741-05* - .7051-04.
,1761-05*7131-04* ,2171-05*- ,21*1-04*
.5921-05* 7331-04* ,6301-05*- .2191-04.
-












































u# ui. , 1 1. nl -ua. . /It |lf II* A , 1 / Ht -MA* | 1 l| -IIA. , I All. IIA A . t * t t -nr. , ItAf -IIAA
,
157(-0*. -.8841 -or* ,?9| -0* .1071 -06a ,?V7f-0*. 737r-ft*' , 79*1 -/.* , |7?i-06* ,?91f-0A.
,74||-h*a,4041 -117* .7911 -(I** -.7**1 -ft'* ,?tr-ft**V ? A | -07* ,4/?| -(!* .7*1| -o* , 4771 -Ii*a
a / / | - II * . 1 fit -t,r.' . / ."f*. , O'l'll -</ , t.'.'l IIA* mit - / . , .-.-l -lift* -..It -nl- , 4 / ( - ll A
. ".-,111 -II'.* . /n-,1 -n/. .-.tit - 1 1 . , l*M -"'* . tt 1 1 -III.. | it/. | -IIA. . 1 1 | | - |. /. ? ,t/../i - ii r . . i t 1 r - lA.
.** 1 (-()* *./ II -07* ,*MI -0** ,v?ril -nl - , 7 0 1 1 - II * * - *77f -0** - , " V | - (1 * - ,i 1 tr-n* - , 1 Af -0*.
, 1*V| -05a -.2*71 -05* -.7V01-0** -.31*1-05* - . inoj-ot* - It/1 -fl** -,"5">1 -0* -, 77M-06* -.9711-0**
,l*?l-05-. 1871-05* -.77*1 -0** -.7*11-0** -,ior-o**- i?7r-o - , "74( -o** - , 4oor-o** -. 48*r-0*
,34L-Ob*. J7M -05* -.78*1 -0** ,3*01-05* - ,?l*f-0*. ?98f -OS* -, INflj -05* ,2771-05* -, 1**F-0*A
, | n'lf -()* . ??nl -nt -, IH7I -lit. . 1 til -0** , notr-A* 1 ti -ot. - . '.7A| -ii* t 7* at-oa* . A 1 VOA.
,
176L-06* .4781-06* -.7131-07. ,4171-06*- ,4871-05*4811-05* -.4021-05* ,4?ei-obA-,3141-05.




-. 1V3I -o* ,9751-06*-.?3lf-0**7t4r flA* -, 1 18( -o** ,60i r-n*. -.2701-07.
,?37[-04a-.3101-05* -,?37f-04. -, 70*1-05* - .?4?f-04.- 1 1 1-05* -,?42f-04* -, 1371-06* -, ?43r*04.
244E-04*.1771-05* -.7411-04. ,2521-05*- .74.11-04.343F-05A -.740E-04* ,4701-05* -.2401-04*
.2401-04*.56BE-05* -.754E-04* -.1741-05* - ,7581-04*- 83IF-06A -.762E-04* ,6341-07. -.2671-04.
.263E-04*.19 E-05* -.761E-04. .268E-05. - .2*01-04.341F-05. -.755E-04* ,4171-05. -.2511-04.
STRAIN ENERGY IN THE STRUCTURE .S27E-02
CPU TIME IN SECONOS- 40 NO OF I/O SECOND* 7
STRESS ANALYSIS
ENTRY STRESS
OROIRID !0R ILlMlNTS 1 THRU 161
ELEHT CENThOlO LOCATION
NUM8R ----XG-'-- ----yg-*-- --- 26-
t ,1**E*00 .1801*00 0.
2 t313E*00 .898E-01 0.
3 ,6251*00 .1801*00 0.
4 .781E*00 .898E-01 0,
S .1091*01 ,1601*00 0,
6 .1251*01 .8981-01 0.
7 ,1561*01 ,1301*00 0,
8 ,172E*01 .898E-01 0,
9 .2031*01 ,1801*00 0.
10 ,219E*01 .898E-01 0,
11 ,156E*00 ,449E*00 0.
12 .3131*00 .3591*00 0,
13 ,6?5*00 ,449E*00 0.
14 t781E*0O .3591*00 0,
IS .1091*01 .4491*00 0.
14 tl?5E*01 ,3591*00 0,
17 ,156E*01 ,4*9E*00 0,
18 .J72E*0t ,359E*00 0.
















-, 1 3M .07























































































































































































































































































































































































































































42 .9931*00 .69*1*00 0.
43 *107E*0t .8381*00 0.
44 .4781+00 ,107E*01 0.
45 .5121*00 ,101E*01 0,
46 t644E*00 ,107E*01 0.
47 ,6881*00 .101E*01 0.
46 .6101*00 ,107E*01 0.
49 .8641*00 ,101E*01 0.
50 ,976E*00 ,107E*01 0.




54 t217E*0l .8961*00 0.
55 t2?5E*01 ,838E*00 0.
56 .2021+01 ,107E*01 0.
57 .2061*01 .1011*01 0.
56 .2711*01 ,107E*01 0.
59 *2?7E*01 .101E+01 0.
60 .378E*00 .121E+01 0.
61 .4141*00 ,H7E*01 0.
62 .5?7E*00 .121E*01 0.





























































































































































































































64 ,?-' 00 .I7lf*ll 0.
65 .7I8E*00 .l|7f*0t 0.
44 .?3roo ,t7iroi 0.
67 t4701AOO .1171*01 0.
68 .-711*00 ,!2lE*Ot 0.
69 .102E*01 ,U7E*Ot 0.
70 .112E*01 ,121E*01 0.
71 t!17E*01 ,117E*01 0.
72 .4241*00 ,134E*01 0.
73 .4561*00 .1301*01 0.
74 .5611*00 .1341*01 0.
75 .5961*00 .130E+01 0.
74 .o97E*00 ,134E*01 0.
77 ,7361*00 ,130*01 0.
78 ,6331*00 ,134E*01 0.
79 ,I)76E*00 ,130E*01 0.
sa ,9691*00 .1341*01 0.
81 .1021*01 .1301*01 0.
82 .11 11*01 .I34E+01 0.
83 .1161*01 ,1301*01 0.
84 .470E*00 .1471*01 0.
85 .4981*00 ,143E*01 0.




-. 70*1 t 07



















fti ii ii a i
PMlNCII'Al
, 1 Ul +0?
-.8111 il>7
./?'l| .0?

































































































































































































84 .5951*00 .147E*01 0,
7 ,6761*00 ,143E*0I 0.
1 *7l9f00 ,1477*01 0.
(1 .7541*00 .1431*01 0.
90 ,4*31*00 ,1471*01 0.
91 .8*31*00 .143E*01 0,
92 .9671*00 ,1*71*01 0.
93 .1011*01 ,143E*01 0.
9* .1091*01 ,147E*01 0.
95 .1141*01 ,143E*01 0.
94 .5161*00 .1611*01 0.
97 .5401*00 .1561*01 0.
96 ,6291*00 ,1611*01 0.
99 .6561*00 .1561*01 0.
100 .7411*00 .1611*01 0.
lot t772E*00 ,156E*01 0.
102 .6531*00 ,1611*01 0.
10) .0*91*00 ,15*1*01 0.
104 .9661*00 ,1611*01 0,
10) .IOOE'01 .1561*01 0.
106 .1081*01 .161E*01 0,


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































131 tZ30E*Ot .1481*01 0.
132 I493E-0I ,872*00 0.
133 .1*61*00 ,33F*00 0.
134 .2761*00 ,912E*00 0.
135 .3011*00 ,917E*00 0.
136 .3031*00 ,103E*01 0.
137 ,374E*00 ,107E*01 0.
138 t!19E*01 ,U0E*01 0.
139 tll5E*01 .1041*01 0.
140 tl?5E*01 .9841*00 0.
141 tl27E*01 ,8961*00 0.
142 121E*01 .8381*00 0.
143 .1331*01 .6831+00 0.
144 ,1441*01 ,3641*00 0.
145 ,1481*01 ,820E*00 0.
144 .I59E*0l .6701*00 0.
147 1*7E*01 .831F+00 0.
148 .174E*01 ,906E*O0 0.
149 .181*01 ,9l4E*00 0.
150 ,1831*0! ,103E*01 0.
151 t!91E*01 .107E*0I 0.
152 .6711*00 .1611*01 0.
153 .691*00 ,1891*01 0.
15* ,7141*00 ,184E*0I 0.
155 .7811+00 ,l9ir*oi 0.
156 *609E*00 ,18SE*01 0.
157 .873E*00 ,191*01 0.
156 .6991*00 ,1841*01 0.
159 .959E*00 .1891*01 0.
160 a92*00 ,1831*01 0.































































































































































































































































































-. 1481 + 02
-.715E+0?
















TOTAL T/0 TIME IN SECONOS 105














PP 1 t ta can
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SEP 26. 1V74








1 ? : 1 * 1 1 6 3f 3?
i: :i7t-9 3032
i:U9>28 3032
1 1 1 0* I u? EOT 303?
1U04I03
T1MSYS/R00110,
TAS* TTPf I COhOuTlNE
PRIORITY: 50
SUSPENDED BY SYSTEM
Si.SI-ll.UtO Hr SYSTEM ,
SLSP1N0ED HY SYSTEM




o56.*'l> SEC CPU, 103.29t> S1CS 10
74 CArfOS HEAD 1451 LlNLS PklNTEO
Ht* IMtr.RALI CN)lsB76.u70, OA T A'30594 . 626
AvthtGE COPE LSAkli CCDL=9I3 DATA.31871
EOj 3028 -? IXtCUTE TESTSYS".
MEM INTLG^ALI C0C1-0.078. 0ATA0.437
AVtRA't CURE USAGEl C00t=57 0ATA=882
ELAPStO TI"El Ii59i50
VUL1 652070601






........ INpnT o*TA ...,.**.
LENGTH * 60000 OPTION .2 NlT . 161 NNT . 370 MAXNNt 6 NMAT "I NOC 23 NLOAO
NHE a 30 NMN 1* NSKT 6 N2IP . 0 Nb 0 NROT 0
FUR SUPER ELEMENT I
NO! * 10 N02 * 4 Nt'C " 0 NCI 1 NC2 11
LMEF* 1 MaNAUT ' 1 NNPP 3I2 IIEPP "131
Al 0. Yl 0. zi * 0.
X2 ,23aE*01 Y2 0. Z2 - 0.
Xi m .2341*01 Y3 .539e*00 73 0.
x* o. Y4 ,539*00 Z * 0.
N"
Si - 0 AS2 0 NS3 0 NES4 0
NC3 55 NC* 45
THICK 1,00 MREO 0
10" SUPEH ELEMENT 2
NO! ^ 10 N02 2 NBC * 1 NCI 45 NC2 55 NC3 92 NC4 72
LilEF* I MANA'T 1 NNPP 012 NEPP "131 THICK 1.00 MREO
Ml .45 2 55 MS? 1 LOC . 1 MCN . H LP 1 LEVEL a 1
XI 0, Yl ' .539E+00 zi a 0,
X2 a .23*l+ftl y2 * .5J9E+00 Z2 = 0.
X3 ,2341+01 Y3 .781E+00 23 0.
X4 U, Y4 a .7611+00 Z4 0.
NtSl > 0 NES2 * 0
"
1S3 a 3 NES* a 0
NELC - 2 LXC .1771+01 LYC .781E+00 LZC * 0,
MLC 7 LXC a .2891+00 LYC a .781E+00 LZC 0,
NILC 1 IxC 0. LYC .7811+00 LZC 0,
FU SUPER ELEMENT 3
Nil 1 8 i.02 ii 4 NBC - 1 NCI 74 NC2 a 82 NC3 128 NC4 120
LbE1 1 MiXAUT s I NNPP =312 IIEPP aljl THICK a 1,00 MREO
Ml .74 '2 ' 82 MS2 =1 LOC a 1, MCN 9 LP a 1 LEVEL a 0
'
Xl a .2691+00 Yl s .7811+00 ZI 0,
X2 a ,1 161+01 Y2 .7blE *00 Z2 0.
X3 * .1071+01 Y3 * ,U3E*01 Z3 * 0.
X4 ,45jl+00 Y4 ,113E*01 Z4 0.
NES1 0 a. ES2 a C Nls3 a 0 NES4 a 0
!0 SUPK 1LEMENT 4
N01 i 4 1 02 a 4 NeC * 1 Nd - 88 NC2 a 92
LhElA i I M.K.AUT a 1 NNPP =312 NtPP "131
HI a 08 P2 a 92 MS2 1 LOC a l MCN a 5
XI a .17FF*0I Yl .781E+O0 ZI " 0,
X2 a .23+1*01 Y2 .761E+00 Z2 a 0.
X3 ,21*1*01 Y3 .113*0l Z3 " 0,
X4 a 20oE*01 Y4 .1131*01 11 0,
NtSl 0 NES2 a 0 NES3 a 0 j,E$4 0
NC3 148 NC4 *Hi\
THICK a 1,Q<J MREO 0




Z*,Lm t.'Vt'flt*1^ '*_AW JWW-AHA.IA* \PMI lT:
FOR 5UP1M rLFM-NT 5
Mil 17 *U?
IMll a | >.., ami . |
11 a|20 VJ a|?H
11 .IWfTAOl) Tl
ti . . I ill +01 i?
I) .1131 + 01 Y3
14 a ,5171 .III) r
MSI 0 MS2 . 0






. 1 7111 till
Nt $ I a 0 NlS*
1*7
III '! | J I










> I.UO hi: | 11
Ll V1L a 0
FOR SUPER ELEMENT 6
">'
I 6 NO? a 4
LNtf 1 "AKAUT 1
Nl a[44 V2 *148
XI a .13-1*01 yl
X2 a ,2 J<.f 01 y2
X3 .2J4F+01 y3
X* a ,20F+01 t
stsl a 0 ,Es2 , o
N|!C = 1 NCI 2 '3 NC2 al48
NNPP 312 "EPP 131
MS2 LOC 3 MCN a 5
a
.1131 ?01 ZI a 0.
.lt3 ?01 Z2 a 0.
.U6 ?01 Z3 a 0.
a
.1661 ?01 7* a 0.
Nt S3 , 0 NEs* . 0
NC3 312 NC4 a306
THICK a l.oo MREO
LP a J LEVEL . fl
NOOAL TNpfRATuRtS
NODES 1- 370 HAVE TlHP. 0,
HANALLLY 'ENERATEt UATA
ELEMENT "ODES
132 71 314 321 320 319 313
133 72 73 74 315 321 314
134 74 31* 3?3 3i? 321 315
135 74 93 102 317 323 316
136 102 316 149 324 323 317
137 10? 1 1 1 170 150 149 31b
136 128 325 339 3J8 152 151
139 128 119 110 326 339 325
1*0 110 327 341 340 339 326
1*1 UO 328 64 329 14] 327
142 110 11.1 it 83 64 326
1*3 44 330 343 342 34) 329
1*4 44 331 345 344 343 330
145 84 65 66 332 345 331
146 317 346 345 332 66 333
147 347 333 86 67 88 334
148 347 33* 68 335 149 348
149 134 33o 349 135 i>8 129
150 114 337 263 350 349 336
15 1 134 139 144 284 263 337
152 272 352 3f,2 351 270 271
153 272 353 364 36J 362 352
IS. 27? 273 274 354 364 353
155 366 365 164 354 27* 355
156 366 355 274 275 276 356
157 36* 356 276 357 J-8 367
156 278 350 368 SL>7 276 277
159 278 359 370 369 368 358
160 278 279 280 360 370 359




































319 0. ,8981*00 0.
J71 ,l*4f <00 .''JIII >00 0.
171 ,?*?! AOft . Hi 71 01 0.
i"l . 6 1 7 1 a u l| . 1 VJl 0I 0.
J** , 718|*li(i ,IV7L01 0.
166 ,85?| +uO . 1V8I 01 0.
jee ,V JOI 00 . 1V6I *0I 0.
I'd ,1071 +i,| . 1 V 1 1 < ll 1 ft.
J19 . W7t tlil ,1051 *U1 0.
341 ,I34L*1'I ,951L*00 0.
3*3 .' 451*0 1 ,9141*00 0.
35 *153E*01 .6981*00 0.
347 .167*01 ,9J0E*0O 0.


























































TOTAL CPU TIPE IN SECONOS * TUTAL I/O TIME IN SECONOS
THIS PHOHlEM HILL be sclveo USING THE out of core version of IEA8L
Ng .10161 NgAyG 126 NH tC 1 - 12*
Tmr
..-.-~.l |.arryiw -aj AAA'AJf fl"*..*nui
fi i r i r i r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r



















































Unite ellheni analysis r*sic lirrary version 3
OPTIftN 2l PLANE STRESS/STRAIN wlTH TRIH6








.1000001*01 i:1 25 74 23 12
.100000t+Cl ! 3 14 25 13
.1000001*01 1 l! 27 26 25 14
.1000001*01 1 5 16 27 15
,1000001*01 1 li
' ?9 28 27 16
.1000001*01 7 18 29 17
.1000001*01
' 111 31 30 29 18
.1000091*01 1 9 20 31 19
.100000L*01 1 2 33 32 31 20
. 1C00001 +C1 1 1<I 11 22 33 21
.1000001*01 2 I 3!> 47 46 45 34
.1000001*01 ?:1 ?' 25 36 7 35
.1000001*01 2!>
3"' 49 48 47 36
.1000001*01
2'i 2<i 27 38 49 37
"B.-JE'UWiriM .!' I '. *" * ""*' *"'
^hw.^jjAinnini i ha ! i in n
i ii iin'-;.T.>i' .A-nin.Mt.wau -wnuTi m
15 * 1 . 1000(101*01 ?7 39 51 50 49 36
14 * 1 .1COO00L+01 27 28 ?9 40 51 39
17 4 1 .1C000CE+01 29 41 53 52 51 40
14 4 1 .1G000GL+O1 79 30 31 42 53 41
19 4 1 .1000001*01 31 43 55 54 53 42
20 4 1 .1000001*01 31 32 33 44 55 43
21 4 1 .1000001*01 45 57 74 73 72 56
22 4 1 .1000001+01 45 46 47 58 74 57
23 4 1 .1000001+01 59 76 75 74 58
24 4 1 .1000001*01 60 78 77 76 59
2b 4 1 .1000001*01 48 49 61 78 60
26 4 1 .1000001*01 62 80 79 78 61
27 4 1 .loooooi+oi 63 82 81 80 62
28 4 1 .1000001+01 50 51 64 82 63
29 4 1 .100000E+01 65 84 83 82 64
30 4 1 .100O00E*Ol 66 86 85 84 65
31 4 1 .1000001+01 52 53 67 86 66
32 4 1 .1000001+01 68 68 87 86 67
33 4 1 .1000001+01 69 90 89 88 68
3* 4 1 .1000001*01 54 55 70 90 69
35 4 1 .1000001*01 71 92 91 90 7.
36 4 1 .1000001*01 94 104 103 102 93
37 4 1 .1000001*01 75 76 95 104 94
3s 4 1 .10000OL+01 96 106 105 104 95
39 4 1 .lOOOOOt+01 77 78 97 106 96
40 4 1 .1000001*01 78 98 108 107 106 97
41 4 1 .10000('E*01 78 79 80 99 108 98
42 4 1 .10000CE+01 60 10G
"
110 109 108 99
43 4 1 . .1000001+01 80 81 82 lot 110 100
44 4 1 .1P0000E+01 102 112 1?2 121 120 111
45 4 1 .100000E*01 102 103 104 113 122 112
46 4 1 .100000E+01 104 114 12* 123 122 113
47 4 1 .1000001+01 104 105 106 115 124 114
---T-^-llMywrtthr.-) ip"""' "Mywri *'^i
^ufWfcrtH3g^cc^^*'-*',iwwp.nwi
~l.af.. ~h <H --"-
\
4 1 .ICOOUOt+fll 106 116 1?6 125 12* 115
4 1 irooooi oi 10* 107 106 117 17* IIA
4 1 .Hol'0tL*0l 106 lift 126 127 126 117
4 1 . Icnnnri aoi |fl8 109 IIO 114 78 116
4 | IMiHIllil IH| nn 1 HI 1 H 1 11 1 i* \J'I
4 1 .1000001*01 86 89 40 13! 136 130
4 1 .1000001*01 90 13? 138 137 36 131
4 l .lonocot+ot 90 91 92 133 38 132
4 1 .1000001+01 134 140 146 145 1*4 139
4 1 . 100lH'Ot+01 134 135 136 141 6 " 140
1 1 .1000001+01 136 142 148 147 46 1*1
4 1 .1000001*01 136 137 138 143 48 14?
1 1 .1000001*01 149 15* 1*8 16? 66 153
1 1 .1000001+01 149 150 170 155 68 15*
4 1 .1000001+01 120 15* 170 169 68 155
4 1 .1000001*01 120 171 1?2 157 70 156
4 1 .1000001*01 172 158 172 171 70 157
4 1 .1000001*01 122 123 l?4 159 72 158
4 1 .100OOOE*01 124 160 174 173 72 159
4 1 .1000001*01 124 125 176 161 7* 160
4 1 .1000001*01 . 126 1*2 176 175 7* |6|
4 1 .lOOOO.OE + 01 126 127 l?ft 163 7* 162
* 1 .1000001*01 128 164 178 177 76 163
> 1 .1000001*01 128 151 152 165 78 16*
4 1 .1000001*01 166 180 194 193 92 179
4 I .1000001*01 166 167 1*8 181 94 180
4 1 .1000001*01 168 182 19* 195 1 94 181
4 1 .1000001*01 166 169 170 183 96 182
4 1 .1000001*01 170 184 198 197 1 96 183
4 1 .1000001*01 170 171 172 185 1 98 184
4 1 .1000001*01 172 186 200 199 1 98 185
4 1 .1000001*01 172 173 174 187 i 00 186
4 1 .1000001*01 174 188 202 201 ; 00 187
T^jl>UH"1lf!-p-----M-t.'" i,j^{a*m
^waw^^^a^


































1 1 llll'llllll 1 II 1 l/N 171 1 lr. III 'A I>|i7 inn
1 , looonni ni 176 1911 in4 ?01 ?0? 169
1 , mn.hiiii ini 176 177 178 I'M ? II 4 I'I ft
1 ,111110001*111 197 20* ??n ?I9 716 ?05
1 , lllllllllOI Mil I'i? 191 19* 707 7711 7(16
1 .1000001*01 194 2(18 27? 27) ??0 207
I , iminimi mi I'M \<ii I'M ?m 777 708
1 , iniiniiiii aim 11* ?||l Tin Vt\ nt "HI
1 .1000001*01 19* 197 198 711 774 ?lft
1 .1000001*01 198 212 226 ?25 ?24 211
1 .1000001*01 198 199 200 213 276 212
1 .1000001*01 200 21* 278 227 226 213
1 .100000*01 200 201 202 215 226 21*
1 .1000001*01 202 216 230 229 278 215
1 .1000001*01 202 203 204 217 230 216
1 .100000F+01 218 232 246 2*5 ?*4 231
I .1000001*01 218 219 2?0 233 246 ?32
I .10000OE+01 220 23* 268 247 246 233
1 .1000001*01 220 221 ?22 235 248
234
1 . 1C000(.'E*01 236 250 249 248 235
I ,looooqt*oi 2?2 723 224 237 250
236
1 .10000l)t*01 224 238 252 251 250
237
I .1000001*01 224 225 226 239 252
238
1 .10000DE+01 226 2*0 254 253 252
239
l ,ionooof.*oi 226 227 2?8 2*1
?54 240
l .tooooot*iu 228 242 256 255
25* 241
1 .1000001*01 228 229 230 243
256 242
1 .1000001*01 244 258
"
272 271 270 257
I .1000001*01 244 245 ?6 259
272 258
1 ,1000001*01 246 2*0 27*. 273 272
259
1 .1000001*01 246 247 248 2*1
27* 260
1 .1000001*01 248 262 276 275
274 261
1 ,1000001*01 2*8 249 250 263
276 262
~U.IB*'LJ!^! ^iff,- iJ'-'-J - i Jl J i i~~i



































1 .1000001*01 ^50 264 278 277
276 2*3
1 .1000001*01 250 251 252 265
278 264
I .ioooo(ie*i)1 252 2*6 280 279
278 ?65
1 .1000001*01 252 253 254 267
280 266
1 .1000001*01 254 268 282 281
280 267
1 . IOoOOHE + 01 254 255 256 269
282 268
1 ioooont*oi 283 286 294 293
292 285
1 .1000001*01 283 284
144 287 294 ?a*
1 .1000001*01 144 288 296 295
29* 787
l .IOOOOOE+01 144 145 1*6
209 296 288
1 .1000001+01 146 290 298
297 296 289
1 .1000001*01 1*6 1*7 1*8
291 298 290
1 .100000t*0l 292 300 308
307 306 299
1 .1000001+01 292 293 294
301 308 300
1 .1000001*01 294 302 310
309 308 301
1 .1000001*01 294 295
296 303 310 302
1 ,100000E*Ol 296
30* 312 311 310 303
1 . 100000EMU 296
297 798 305 312
304
1 .1000001*1)1 72
31* 371 320 319 313
I .1000001*01 . 72 73
74 315 321 31*
1 .1000001*0 1 74
316 323 322 321 315
1 ,1000001*01
7* 93 102 317 323
316
1 .1000o0t*0l 102
318 149 326 323
317
1 .1000001*01 102
111 170 150 1*9
318
1 .loooooi*nl
128 325 339 338 152
l5t
1 ,1000001*01 128
119 110 326 339 325
l ,iooooot*ol 110
327 341 340 339 326
1 .1000001*01 110
328 84 329 3*1 327
1 ,1000001*01 110
101 82 83 84 328
I .1000001*01
84 330 343 342 3*1
329
1 .1000001*01
84 331 345 3*4 3*3 330
j ,1000001*01
84 85 86 332 3*5
331
1 ,1000001+01




""" a| n 1 1 p p imiii u. * -'".
*> .fii,-.*HI' '!.*' ifl J "+ll '~"Ai tiT.
- *-.. .--.
.-., 4 +, "-*-- " --
t*7 4 1 .1000001+01 ir 333 86 87 68 334
144 4 l . illinium +oi J*7 314 NA 3JS 3*9 .348
1*9 4 1 .1000001+01 . 134 33* 3*9 3 35 88 124
150 4 1 . 1 milium mi| 1 1* H7 mi Till .if' 11*
151 * 1 . 1001'01't *l|| 114 139 144 784 2J 337
15-! 4 1 .1000001*01 27? 352 3*2 351 770 ?7l
153 4 1 .1000001*111 272 353 364 363
.
362 352
15* 4 1 .1000001*01 272 273 274 354 364 353
155 4 1 .100000L*01 366 365 364 354 274 355
156 4 1 .1000001*01 1*6 355 274 275 276 356
157 4 1 .1000001*01 3A* 356 276 357 '368 367
15 4 1 .1000001*01 278 358 368 357 276 277
159 4 I .1000001*01 278 359 170 369 368 358
160 4 1 .1000001*01 278 279 280 360 370 359
161 4 1 .1000001*01 260 281 282 361 370 360
HOC Axl$ 1 AXIS 2 AXIS 3 TEMPERATURE
0. 0. 0. 0.
P 0. 0. 0. 0.
1 .4638001*00 0. 0. 0.
> 0. 0. 0. 0.
) .9376001*00 0. 0. 0.
: 0. 0. fl. 0.
'
.1406-01*01 0, ft. 0.
1 0, 0. 0. 0.
) ,1875201*01 0. 0. 0.
J 0. 0, 0. 0.
.23440OE*01 0. o. 0.
> 0. 0. 0. 0.
! 0, 0. 0. 0.
I 0. 0. 0. 0.
> 0, 0. o. 0.
> o, c, o. 0.
0. 0. n. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
1 0, 0. o. 0.
2<) o. 0. ft. 0.
2 0. 0. n. 0.
V o. 0. 0. 0.
2 1 0. .269500E ? 00 0. 0. .
2 0. 0, 0. 0.
2! .4638001*00 .269500E ? 00 0. 0.
21 0. 0. 0. 0.
21 .9376001*00 .269500E ? 00 0. 0.
2< 0, 0. 0. 0.
21 ,14C64G*G1 .269500E ?00 o. 0.






































































. |s75<!6t*6l .;'vsouf. *oo ".
0. ft. ii.





























































































































































<Hlvill 'Al" 'U i""lmat aw^i ati Ml.mfi.Wi.ji^ifa^-rarrr i*AA..a.l i " w,i.>
<./vi|i.a' ri nnMiipannAff
'97 0, Ot 0.
98 0. 0. ft.
99 0. o. ft.
100 0, 0. ft.
101 0, 0. ft.
102 .3710O0E'? 00 .9530001 .00 o.
101 0. 0. I.
in* ,55*5U0f . 00 ,9530(101 *00 ft.
105 0. o, Ot
104 ,7420001*00 ,9530001*00 A.
107 0. 0, ft.
108 .9275001.?00 ,953000*00 0,
109 0. 0. 0,
110 .I1I300E-?01 .9530001*00 o.
111 0. 0. o,
112 0. 0. 0.
113 0. 0. 0.
114 0. 0. fl.
115 0. 0. 0,
116 0. 0. o.
117 0, 0. o.
ue 0, 0. o,
119 0. o. 0.
120 4531671.? 00 ,1125001*01 0.
121 0. 0. ft.
122 ,609333E*Oft .1125001*01 ".
123 0. ft. 0.
124 ,765500E*00 U2500E+01 0,
125 0. 0. o.
126 .9216671*00 .1 125001*01 n.
127 0, 0. 0.
128 .1C7783E*01 ,112500E*01 o.
129 0, 0, fl.
130 0. 0. o.
131 0. 0. 0.
132 0. 0, 0.
133 0. 0. -o.
13* ,1616501*01 ,9530001+00 . o,
135 0. 0, ft.
136 .211525E+01 .953000E+00 n.
137 0. 0. o.
134 .2344001*01 ,953000*00 o.
139 0. 0, o.
1*0 0. 0. o.
141 0. 0. ft.
1*2 0, 0. o.
143 0. 0. o.
144 .2005331-01 ,I12500E*01 o.
145 0. 0, ft.
146 .217467E*01 .112500E+01 0.
147 0. 0. n.
148 .2344001.01 ,U2500t*01 0.
149 .29700CE*00 ,I12500E*01 0.
150 0. 0. fl.
151 0. o. o,
152 .123400E* 01 ,112500E*0l 0.
153 0. 0. o.
154 0. 0. ft.
155 0, 0. o.
156 0, 0, o.
157 0. 0. fl.
158 0. 0. o.
159 0, 0, o.
160 0, 0. 0.
161 0. o. 0,







































































161 0. 0, 0.
164 0, 0. o,
165 0. 0, ft.
166 . t470UCt*OG ,125A?(ir*0l ft.
167 0. ft. o,
164 .4912001*00 ,I256?OC0| o.
169 0. 0. 0.
174 . 6 JlHNUl * UO , 171*701 0| ft.
171 0. ft. II.
172 , 7/V6UHI oil , 1/5*701 *0| II.
17) 0. 0. 0.
174 .92360OE*O0 .125*201*01 o.
175 0. 0. o,
176 ,1066001*01 . 125620*0l 0,
177 0. 0. 0,
176 .1212201*01 ,1256201*01 0,
179 0. 0. 0.
189 0. 0, o,
161 0. 0. ft.
182 0. o. ft.
163 0. 0. 0.
184 0. 0. ft.
185 0. 0. 0.
184 0, 0. ft.
187 0. 0. o.
183 0. 0. 0.
189 0. 0. 0.
190 0. 0. o.
191 0. 0. 0.
192 .397000E+00 ,13870*01 fl.
193 0. 0. 0.
194 .529233E*O0 ,1387Ot*01 0.
195 0. 0. ft.
196 .66H67E +00 . 1 367401*01 0.
197 0. 0. 0.
193 .793700E*00 .138740E+01 0.
199 0. 0, 0.
200 .9259331*00 ,13870E+01 ft.
201 0. 0. . o.
202 .1056171-01 138740E*01 0.
203 .0. 0, 0.
204 . 1 190401*01 .136/401+01 0.
205 0. 0. 0.
206 0, 0. 0.
207 0, 0. o,
203 0. 0. o.
201 0, 0. 0,
210 0, 0, 0.
211 0. 0. 0.
212 0. 0. ft.
213 0. 0. o.
214 0. 0. 0,
215 0. 0. 0.
216 0. 0. 0.
217 0. o. ft.
71* ,447eoc>E*po .1518*01+01 0.
219 0. 0. 0.
22C .5o7267*00 ,15186GE*01 0,
221 0. 0. 0.
?22 .687533E*00 .151860E+01 o.
223 0. 0. 0,
22* .8076 0OE*00 , 151860*0| 0.
225 0. 0. o.
226 .9260671*00 .1518601+01 0.
227 0, 0, 0,



































































-HI 0. Oa l>i
23C .1
16'
6<>E ?01 .1518*01*01 0,
731 0. 0, ft.
732 0. 0. ft.
23) 0. 0. 0.
23* 0. 0. o.
731 ft. ft. ".
736 0. 0. ft.
2)7 0. 0. .
?3 0. 0. 0.
?39 0. 0. 0,
240 0, 0. ft.
241 0, 0. ft.
242 0, 0. 0.
2*3 0. 0. 0.
244 .4970001 ? 00 . l649800l 0,
2*5 0. 0. 0.
246 .60S3O0E ? 00 .164980E+01 0.
247 0, 0. n.
24*
.7136O0E ? 00 . 1 649801+01 o.
249 0, 0. o.
25a .8219001 ?00 .1649801+01 n.
251 0, 0. o.
25? .93020OE ?00 .1649801*01 o.
253 0. 0. o.
25i ,1036501 ?01 .16-9001*01 ft.
255 0, 0. o.
256 .11468GE ?01 .1649801*01 n.
257 0, 0. 0.
258 0. 0. o,
253 0. 0. 0,
260 0. ft. o.
261 0, 0. o.
262 0. o. n.
261 ft. o. 0.
264 0. 0. o.
265 0. ft. ft.
266 0. G, 0..
267 0. 0. 0.
264 0, 0. 0.
269 1. 0. 0.
270 .547000E. 00 .1781001*01 0.
271 0. 0. ft.
272 .643333E. 00 ,178100c*0l 0.
27) 0. fl. 0.
274 .739667E.00 . 1761001*01 0.
27! 0. 0. o.
274 . 33600tt< 00 .1781001*01 ft.
277 0, 0. o.
273 .932333E.00 .I781001+01 0.
279 0. 0, 0.
283 .102B67E. 01 .1781001*01 0.
281 0. 0. 0.
262 ,11250GE<01 .1761001*01 0.
263 . 1636001.01 .1125001*01 0.
284 0. 0. 0.
285 0. 0. 0.
266 0, 0. 0,
287 0. 0. o.
28 3 0. 0. o.
283 0. 0, ft.
290 0. 0. o,
291 0. 0. o.
292 .193750E* 01 ,1390501*01 o,
293 0, 0. o.







































































ot* 01 . 1 JV050A. 01 n.
297 0. 0. ft'.
293 2344UPE* 01 ,I39050*01 0,
299 0, ft. 0.
300 0. 0. 0.
301 0. 0. 0.
302 0, 0. 0.
30) 0. 0. 0,
30* 0. 0. 0,
305 0. 0. 0.
306 20390CE* 01 . 1656001*01 o.
307 0. 0. ft.
303 .2140671* 01 .1656001*01 ft.
309 0. 0. 0,
310 .224233E' 01 .165600E+01 0.
311 0. 0. o,
312 .234400L01 165600E+01 0,
313 0, 0. ft.
314 0, 0. 0,
315 o, 0. o.
316 0. 0. 0.
317 0. 0. 0.
313 0, 0, ft.
319 0. ,898000*00 ft.
320 0. 0, o.
121 ,1480001*00 .937500E+00 0.
322 9. 0. 0.
323 ,2420001*00 . 101600C*01 0.
12 0. 0. 0.
321 0. 0, ft.
323 0. 0. 0.
327 0, ft. 0.
323 0. 0. 0.
329 0. 0. 0.
330 0. 0. o.
331 0, 0. 0.
332 0. 0, o.
333 0, 0. 0.
334 0. 0. 0.
335 0. 0, 0.
334 0, 0. Of
337 0, 0. ,.0.
338 0. 0. 0.
339 .12730OE.? 01 . 10700*01 0.
340 0. 0. 0,
141 .135900E ?Cl .953000E+00 fl.
342 0. 0. 0.
343 . 1445CCE ? 01 ,9140001+00 o.
344 0. 0. 0.
345 .1531001 ? 01 ,898000E*00 ft.
346 0. 0, 0.
347 , 1 672001 ?01 .93000OE+0O 0,
34a 0. 0. 0.
349 .177300E ? 01 , 1008001*01 0.
350 0. 0. 0,
351 0. 0. fl.
352 0. 0. 0.
353 0. 0. o.
354 0, o; o.
355 0. 0. ft.
354 0, 0. o.
357 0, 0. 0,
358 0, 0. o.
359 0. 0. 0,
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, * //iim.t * (id , 1 vimiuf *fl| 1.
ft. li, ft.
758(ilH'h00 , 1 V*<AII|I| til) 'a
0, o. ft.
,8570111') .Oft , 1 V//UUI All) 0.
0, n. .
,') J00001 .00 , 1 'll, 1 Out , ll| ft.
0. 0, Pa











,, DUMP OF TABLE 4.
aaa. **..** ISOTROPIC MAT EH I ALS** ... .......
NATL PROP NO t NU RHO ALPHA
1 .30Oftt*OB .25001*00 0. 0.
................................*...... OH THOTH OP I C MATERIALS***** ********
MATL PROP SO EX EY EXY G RHO ALPHA X ALPHA Yho





g weight alpha aria
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CPU TIME IN SECONOS"
36 NO OF I/O SECOND"
0 NO OF I/O SECOND"
15
Lagifi?iir!&*>'*! '! V "'' ".t.f"v".fJ^WV*riAJ=nesii,a.t,w '" ?;-..i'-iy. fOiwul HWiW
(NTHY UHR
(.lllpAL &TIFH'I*S M*1H|X I'lU'Ul ATItlN 1ACTIIH*.
i ui i i mu i niium m on rncui uriii avi; mi aMm
.'7<il/n rniln ,/or.i nm ,|ii*lMn
haiiu m Anr. in Dump
> LN/ iiui- LN/- -I'I il -1 N/- -Hlll- -1 N/- -Mill - -1 N/- - Im - 1 11/- -Hill - -1 N/- -lllll - -1 N/- -IUII- 1 N/- -mii- -1 N/-
7i 4 9 'i'i U 1 '.'? 1 70 1 .it 711 1 'I 14 1 441 i"l 1 1 'j 4V1 1)1 ;vi **/ |7l
I 7o 49 50 93 22* 2ft3 ?98 703 372 343 44* 3"1 570 491 594 29| 666 |7t
1 77 53 51 *1 275 703 ?9v 703 .17J .1*3 4 7 19| 5?l 49) 545 291 6*9 |75
I 7i 11 '.? 41 ;?-, ?ol Inn 7111 1/4 Til 4 4 II 11 "77 40 | '.OA ?l *7n |71
1 79 13 VI 1 .7 7 ?7 ll'l ?H 1/1 147 4 40 lis I'M <i91 19/ 18 1 A71 171
nu M :.* 9.1 l'/H /u/ lu.' /n .17* 14/ '11(1 I'll 17 4 401 V'tl VI 1 1.1? |75
1 8i 57 55 93 279 2ft7 303 255 377 3*7 5l 195 575 495 599 533 673 ?*7
i 8? 57 56 93 ?3fl 207 104 ?5S 37h 3*7 *r,? 395 57* 45 600 583 *74 7*7
> 83 57 57 97 + 31 211 305 297 379 351 53 3*9 57/ 499 601 583 675 ?5S
S 64 57 5b 97 23? 21 1 30* 217 3?0 351 54 399 5?8 499 602 583 676 255
> 65 61 59 97 233 21 1 307 239 361 351 S5 399 579 499 603 587 677 219
7 86 61 1*0 97 234 211 30b 239 38? 351 *56 399 530 499 604 587 678 219
. 87 61 161 97 235 215 309 239 33 331 *57 403 511 503 605 587 679 219
) 86 61 162 97 236 215 310 239 384 .131 456 403 532 503 606 587 680 719
3 69 45 163 97 737 715 311 239 35 331 459 403 533 503 607 591 681 167
3 90 05 64 97 7.38 <\a 312 239 36 331 460 4ft3 51* 503 603 591 682 167
3 9; 45 1*5 101 239 293 313 239 387 331 *1 4.35 515 507 609 591 683 167
3 92 45 1*0 101 240 203 314 239 3*8 331 4*2 4.35 53* 507 610 591 684 167
7 93 45 |67 101 24 l 2 03 315 2*3 389 335 4*3 435 537 507 611 583 685 167
20 1 f 94 45 *8 101 22 21)3 316 2*3 39o 335 4*4 435 518 507 612 583 666 167
21 1 7 95 49 [69 101 2*3 203 317 243 39i 335 465 435 539 487 613 583 687 167
22 - 7 9* 49 170 101 2*4 203 318 243 32 335 4** 4.15 5*0 487 614 583 688 167
1 97 49 171 101 '45 207 319 247 393 339 467 4.19 5*1 487 615 583 689 16?
1 9b 49 172 101 746 207 370 247 394 339 4*8 4 39 542 487 616 583 690 167
1 99 53 173 105 ?4 7 207 371 2*7 395 3 39 4*9 4 39 543 487 617 587 691 171
1 100 53 174 105 7*8 207 372 247 396 3 39 470 439 544 487 618 587 692 171
1 101 53 175 105
24" 211 323 251 397 343 471 443 5*5 491 619 587 693 171
1 102 5? 76 105 ?5o 211 374 251 39b 343 472 443 546 49 1 620 587 694 171
5 103 57 177 105 25 1 211 .375 251 399 343 473 443 547 491 621 591 695 175
5 104 57 7b 105 25? 211 376 251 400 3*3 474 443 548 491 622 591 696 175
i 105 57 179 105 253 215 377 255 40] 347 475 4*7 5*9 495 623 591 697 175
5 1C6 57 60 105 254 215. 376 255 40? 3*7 476 447 5^0 495 624 591 698 |75
107 61 ll 109 255
215'
379 255 403 347 477 447 5Si 495 625 1*3 699 267
? 106 M 82 109 25* 215 330 255 404 347 478 447 55? 495 626 143 700 267
1C9 61 63 109 757 175 331 297 4 05 351 479 451 5Sj 499 67/ 1*3 701 539
' 110 61 64 109 258 175 332 297 40* 35 1 480 451 5S4 499 628 143 702 539
3 111 69 IBS 147 7.59 175 333 297 407 351 481 451 5S5 499 629 143 703 535
3 112 69 lb* 147 7*0 175 334 297 4C'C 351 482 451 556 499 630 143 704 539
3 113 89 [67 147 76] 175 335 239 409 383 483 455 5S7 503 631 1*7 705 5*3
3 11* 89 bt: 147 2*2 175 33* 239 4 10 383 484 455 5<a 503 632 147 70* 5*3
7 115 8 by 147 2*3 179 337 239 411 383 485 4*5 559 501 633 1*7 707 543
7 116 89 190 147 2*4 179 33* 239 412 383 4 8 6 455 5*0 503 634 1*7 708 543
' 117 93 151 151 2*5 179 339 239 413 383 487 435 5*1 507 635 203 709 547
' lib 93 152 151 266 179 34 0 239 4 14 383 488 435 5*2 507 636 203 710 547
1 119 93 1*3 151 2*7 175 3*1 243 415 387 489 4 35 5*3 507 637 143 711 547
1 120 93 94 151 2*8 175 3*? 243 416 387 490 435 564 507 638 1*3 712 547
1 121 93 55 155 2*9 175 343 7*3 4 17 38 7 .4 9 1 435 5*5 267 639 143 713 551
I 122 93 9b 155 ?70 175 344 243 418 387 492 435 5*6 267 640 143 714 551
1 123 97 57 155 ?7l 175 35 747 419 391 "93 4.19 5*7 267 6*1 143 715 551
1 124 97 5b 155 272 175 3*6 247 420 391 494 439 5*8 267 642 143 71* 551
5 125 97 199 159 273 179 347 247 421 391 495 439 549 565 643 1*7 717 555
5 126 97 >00 159 274 179 34b 247 422 39 1 496 439 570 565 644 1*7 718 555
5 127 97 >0l 159 275 179 3*9 251 423 395 497 4*3 571 287 6*5 1*7 719 555
5 126 97 >Q2 159 276 179 350 251 424 395 498 443 572 287 6*6 1*7 720 555
g&i'feg&a^i*y'-"-l!- viy3*m*^*^wl^--l^r^l-<*^-u
"' m ' """" '" '
^+****.n ,mji j^mwy****** t5 fiyyf^
It 1
9
111 lilt tint 14/ fit ,-r.l Ji| 1-1 1 4.'1 I'll aw 4 4 | "'7 J /nt 'till /03 771 5-5* 130 101 704 1*7 778 7*7 31? 751 *?* 395 100 4*3 574 ?7 448 203 77? 55957 9 131 lot 705 l7 ?79 7*7 IM 711 4 77 1Q4 1ft 1 4*7 4 71 78? *4'l ?l 7 7 1 11154 V 1 .17 till J- il* 1*/ i'"ll ,*t 114 I'M tt':n 10'/ 1(17 4*7 *,//. 78/ A 1 1| 714 7 7* 1 19Va 1 I
13
1 U till 71./ 14/ *" 1 .'./ 111 .'11 4/V fl-l Iiij 44/ 1't ? 67 All ZIV 7?5 5*Jto 134 Ifll ?ub 14/ ?8? ?*7 .15* ?"> *3o .199 10* 4*7 578 ?87 12 2|9 77* 543
l 1 1
1)
I 31 10"* 709 151 7 6.1 vn 11/ 1-H *-M 4 0.1 Sli'. 411
17'




1 3 7 Iftl /I 1 Hi 7"1 7/1 C.7 Hi 4 U llli 1 lu/ ill | 10 t ."'1 "1 1*1 ft'i 1*744
65
110 llli 71 i IM ;'6* 27) }6{i 311 .l* 4(1] 50(1 4M 5"2 291 656 163 73ft 5*7139 1ft5 213 155 ?7 7*7 3*1 33| 4.15 .363 509 455 14J 5*5 657 167 731 54766 14 0 Iftl ?|4 155 7*8 7*7 1'? m 4 1* 1H.1 1 1ll n 11 1/I4 1*1 M8 1*7 7 1? 1*76/ 45 ll Ifi" 715 IH ;! 7*7 IA- 1 i ll 4 1/ I* 1 11 1 (iH 1*1 1*1 *m 1*7 ?1 Ml* 41 I*/ ll'-' if 1* in ;"'i. l"l 1C4 I ii 4 in 18 1 11? mi I'I 1, 1*1 6*0 1*7 73* 1514V 45 143 89 217 159 ?9i 2*7 3*5 335 439 383 513 487 5*7 287 66) 167 735 55170 *5 144 89 216 159 ?9? 2*7 36* 335 4*0 33 51* 48? 588 267 6*2 1*7 73* 55171 45 1*5 89 219 159 ?93 271 3*7 339 44] 38? 515 487 589 267 663 167 737 55572 45 1 -o 89 720 159 ?9|| V7\ 366 339 44? 387 5t6 487 5*y 287 664 16? 738 55573 49 14? 89 221 203 295 271 369 339 4*3 387 51? 487 591 287 665 171 739 5557* 49 146 89 222 203 296 271 370 339 444 387 518 487 592 28 7 666 171 7*0 555PANI 1TIUN OF STIlF.NfSS MAT RlX ANl 0U1-01-C0RE SOLUTION IS KEOO
STIFFNESS HAThlx HAS PUN PARTITIONED INTO 3 29557 - CRD SEGMENTS
N JHBER Of COF/SFGI EMT VAKI-S FCOH 69 TO 574
CPU TIME IN SECONOSa 33 NO OF I/O SECllNOa 30
CPU TIME IN SECONOS. 30 NO OF I/O SCCONO" 19
B?CVy^Uj^*EW^^ U&'U#.\t*tlp**>+*C*'Z
yi 1 wwwm\j. 1 j rvn
lb ftfHrJ" -"Df**! m*j'VWMWM-W \tyiQa,
.a . Ss l0., igsyt^ ,^ Keii>_ ([( t ^^ j[t i
LOADS IN SET 1 ( 2 T0TAL)
OUF ..*. 433 .... <34 #%##
VALUE -.985E*02 -.174*02
CPU TIME IN SECONDS- 0 NO OF I/O SECOND.
*- T"^":;^*" H HP. -ji^7WJi,|--y^ t T-M.jr-Ti
ENTRY BUYCON









H mi \t .
0. 0
.... 21 .... 27 *
0. 0. 0
t... 67 ** 68
0. 0. 0
,t** il 1*2 **
0. 0. 0
CIIN"







| 1 A A A | 1| ... . | 1
ft. 0. (1
23 *** 24 *..* 43 aa
0. 0. 0




13 ... 144 ..* 183 *
0. 0. 0
CPU TIME I" SECONOS" 30 NO OF I/O SECQNO"
* AAA*
0




)* AA. A \f
0. 0.
9 A A A* 10
0*
16 AAAt 19 AAA* JO
0. . 0.
44 .*.* 45 * 46 ** 65 ***
0, ft, 0. 0,
66
90 * 109 ** 110 ** 111 * 112




USER SPECI1IED MAThlx CONOITION 1
CPU TIME IN SECONOS" 666 NO OF I/O SECQNO" 15
ENTRY SLGSHQ
USER SPECIFIEO DUMP CONOITION 1
ummn'-iw.'i.'",i i1."1-'.1' t'"'p
' '' "I*T amaaiM




I * 4 *
0-' ////////// o. 0. ? o, ? 0. o. ' o. 0. ? 0. A 0.
0. o. > J. 1 0, > ft. ' o. ? 0. ' 0. ? o. A 0. A
/ 0, ' o. ' 0, II, ' ll. ' ". 1 II, ' " I II. . rt. .
/ u. ft. ' 0. ' II, I II, 1 II, I II. II. 1 II, . n, a
4" 1 U. ' o. > U. (1. > 11. A II, (1, > ft. ' 0, 0.
' 0, ' o. ' 0. > 0. ' 0. ? o. ' o. > 0. ' 0. > 0.
6- ' u. ft. 0. > II. > II. ' o. > fl. ' 0. > 0. i 0.
7- > 0, ' o. 0. 0, 0. o. > 0. ' 0. ' o. ? fl. .
6- ' 0. ' o. ' 0. ' o, > 0. ? o. ' 0. ' o, ' 0. 0.
9- 0. o. > 0. ' 0, > 0. ? o. ' 0. . 0, ' 0. > 0. ?
10- ? 0. 0. 0. ' 0. > 0. o. > 0. ? 0. 0. > 0.
11- ' 0, ' o. ' 0. ' o, > 0. ? o. ? 0. ' 0. > 0. . 0. *
12- ' 0. ' o. > 0. > 0. ' 0. ' o. ? o. ? 0. ' o. > 0.
11- ' 0. > o. ? 0. > 0. > 0. o. > 0. > 0. > 0. ? 0. .
I*- ' 0, ' o. > 0. > 0. > 0. ' o. ' 0. 0. > o. . 0. .
15- ' o. o. > 0. ' 0. ? 0. ? o. ' 0. ? 0. ' 0. > 0. *
16- 1 0. ' o. > 0. ' 0. > 0. ' o. ' o. ' o. ' 0. 0. ?
17- 0. o. > 0. > 0. 0. ' o. ? 0. ? o, . 0. - 0. .
lo- > 0. > 0. 0. 0. > 0. ? o. o. ? 0, <' o. o. *
19- > 0. ' ". ' 0. ' 0. ' 0. ? o. > o. ? 0. ' ' 0. - 0. .
20- > 0. ' o. > 0. ? 0. > 0. ? o. > 0. > 0. ' 0. ? 0.
21- ' 0. > o. > 0. ' 0. ' 0. ? o. > 0. ' 0. ' 0. - 0. *
22- ? 0. > 0. ' 0. ? 0. > 0. o. > 0. ? 0. ' ' 0. . 0. *
23- 0. > o. > 0. > 0. > 0. ? o. ' 0. ? 0. ' o. . ' 0.
24- 0, ? 0. > 0. ? 0. ' 0. ? o. . 0. > 0. ' ' 0. . 0. *
25- ' 1 . 0. ? 0. ' 0. > n. > o. ? 0. ? 0. ' 0. ' 0. *
24- ' 0. ? 0. ? 0. ' 0, ' 0. ' o. ' 0. ? 0. ' ' o. . > 0. *
27- ? V , ' ft. 0. ' 0. ? 0. > o. > 0. ? fl. ' 0. 0. *
2o- ? -o. > o. ' <). ? n. ' 0. ' o. . 0. ? 0. ' 0. ' 0. *
25- 0. ' 0. 0. > 0. ' 0. ' o. 0. , 0. ' 0. < ' o. .
30- ' 7, > 0. > 0. 0. ' 0. ? o. ' 0. ? 0. < 0. ' 0. .
31- 0. ' 0. 0. > 0. ' 0. ' o. ' 0. 0. 0. < 0.
32- ? o. o. > 0. ' 0. ' 0. ' o. . 0. > 0. 0. < 0. *
33- ? 0. ' o. ' 0. 0. . . 0. ' o. ' 0. ' 0. < 0. ' 0.
)-- ' 0. o. > 0. ? 0. . 0. ' o. . 0. - 0. ' 0. A 0. *
35- ' K. ' 0. > 0. ' o, ' 0. 0. t 0. 0. ' 0. A 0.
)6- ' 0. ' o. ' 0. ' 0. ' 0. o. 0. 0. ' 0. < 0. ?
)7- ? 0. ' o. ' 0. <' 0, < 0. > 0. - 0. < 0. 0. A 0. *
38- > 0. 0, 0. 0. ' 0. . 0. 0. ' 0. ' 0. A 0. *
39- 1 0. o. ' 0. ' 0. . 0. ' o. 0. < 0. 0. A 0. *
40- > 0. ' o. > 0. ' > 0. < 0. ' o. 9. 0. * 0. ' 0. ?
41- ' 0. o. ' 0. ' ' 0, " o. . o. 0. < 0. 0. A 0. *
42- o. . ' o. < 0. < ' 0. < 0. < o. 0. 0. < 0. A 0. *
4.1- 0. o. < 0. -.9b5E*U2< -.I74E+02' o. 0, < 0. ' 0. A o. *
44-
. ' 9. ' 0. ' 0, ' 0. ' o. 0. ( 0. 0, 0.
45" 0. 0. ' 0. < 0. ' 0. ' 0. 0. < 0. 0. A 0.
46-< 0. ' 0. ' 0. < 0. < 0. ' o. 0. 0. 0. 0.
47- 0. < 0. ' 0. ' 0. < 0. o. 0. ' 0. 0. ' 0.
43- 0. < 0. > 0. < 0, ' 0. ' o.- 0. 0. 0. 0.
49- 0. o. 0. ' ' 0. < 0. < 0. 0. 0. A 0. A 0. .
50-. 0. * 0. 0. < 0. ' 0. ' o. 0. ( 0. A 0. A o. *
51-< 0. < 0. 0. ' 0, 0. o. 0. - 0. A 0. 0. *
52-. 0. < o. 0. 0. 0. ' o. 0. < 0. A 0. A 0.
53-< u. < 0. ' 0. 0. > 0. ' o. 0. ' 0. A 0. A 0.
5*-< 0. ' o. 0. < 0. 0. ' o. 0. ' 0. A 0. A 0.
55-. 0. 0. ' 0. < 0. ' 0. < o. 0. 0. A 0. A 0. ?
5*- 0. < 0. < 0. ' 0, ' 0. ' o. 0. <I 0. A 0. A o.
'H',.lUkWI'.J.ffWJ?ll'."lW4|iJ r^^^Map.aw*1!"






































































































































































































































































Ib^r-oi ' -.3*01 -Oi*
'








751F-C7 ' -.1 I'M
257r-05 .5?'*i
21/--05 -.595)
336C-0/ ' -,6*S| -oi*
390C-C5 -.*7?( -Oi*
1171-05' ".?i: 1
1021-15 -.fc I 31 -05*
28)1-05 - . 7 V I -05*




7 d / r - o 6 ' " . 1 'T' t -04*
3 35--- S- -.9851 -05*
37lf-i ".10*1 -0"*
19*1-05 '.lloi -Ok.








































































































-, 1 001 -o*













-. 1 (I9| -04
-.15*1 -04
-. 1 I1f-u4
-. 1 ?1f -ul










































. 1 t t "
.339r
-.1711-
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. / 1. 1 1
. 7 1 'i I
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, I 1/| -0**
,7201-06*
,*59r-o**
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STHAIN ENFHGY IN THE STRUCTURE








0RP1SE0 FOR ELEMENTS 1 THRU 161
IT CENTPOIO LOCATION
-----0-- ----YG-- -" -Zfca
t ,156E*00 ,1601*00 0,
2 ,313E*00 ,98-01 0.
3 ,6?SE*00 ,18CE*00 0.
4 ,7ME*00 .896E-01 0.
5 .1P9E*01 ,le0E*00 0.
6 .125E*01 .698E-01 0,
7 ,156E*01 ,le01*00 0.
3 .172E*01 .898E-01 0,
9 ,2C3E*01 .160C*O0 G.
IC .2I9E*01 .858E-01 0.
11 .156E*00 .49E*00 0.
12 .313E*00 .359E*00 0.
13 .*?5E*00 ,9E*00 0.
1* ./ME*0O .3591*00 0.
15 .109E+01 ,*49E*00 0,
16 .125*01 ,359E*00 0,
17 .1*6E*01 ,*49*00 0.
18 .172E*01 ,35*E*OG 0,























































































































































































ifltiy t, ,j_tji -iijr"viF*.j*
r,..mmiiiw.i J'l
0 *2l9E0t .3591*00 0.
!1 .943E-01 ,7COE00 0.
!2 .253E*00 .6201*00 0.
23 ,21E*00 .700E+0O 0.
2* ,566E*00 .7001*00 0.
25 ,710E*0O ,620E*O0 0.
26 666E*00 ,700E*U0 0.
27 .101E*0t ,700E*00 0.
29 .1I7E*01 .620E*00 0,
29 .130E*01 .700E+00 0.
30 .1*E*01 .700E+00 0,
31 .ltl*Ol .6201+00 0.
32 .174*01 .700E+00 0.
33 .190E*01 .700E+00 0.
31 .209E+01 ,6?0E+00 0.
35 .225E*01 .700E+00 0.
36 ,-Col'OO .8961*00 0.
37 ,450E*00 ,936E*00 0.
38 601E*0U .896E+00 0.
39 .657E*0O ,38E*O0 0.
40 .797E*0O .6961*00 0.































































































































































































































Mali i n ,. il"'" '! " ' ''" ~./'rf
'/'*' ' -|.-<|*
^,..il|iH '|-|A . WlfL.KI ifclll I.T, tf .
42 .V93E+00 .19*1*00 0,
43 .107E+0I ,B38E*00 0,
44 ,4781+00 , 1071*01 0.
45 .5)21*00 .1011*01 0.
46 .6441*00 ,1071*01 0,
47 ,668E*00 .101E+01 0,
48 .ol0*00 .1071*01 0.
49 ,b*4E*00 .101F+0I 0,
50 .976E+00 ,107F*01 0,
51 ,I04E*01 .101E*01 0.
52 ,192*01 ,96E*00 0.
53 .1961*01 .6381*00 0.
54 .217E*01 .696E+00 0.
55 .2?5E*0l .838E*00 0.
56 .202E+01 ,107E*01 0.
57 .206E+0I ,101E*0I 0.
58 .221E*01 .107E*01 0.
59 .227*01 ,101F*01 0,
60 .'78*00 .12lE*01 0.
61 ,414*00 ,U7E*01 0.
62 ,527E*00 .1211*01 .0.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































J4I.'."4,IMHWAHII..I) "' u I'.l ' '.' ' '"'
,L.mi.L *.li/l*l,n,l!P ..J, ->.HAA|]iJL..iJ.JM.T.T" .A'
'
64 .5951*00 ,l47r*OI 0.
67 i626E*00 .1431*01 0,
68 ,7191*00 .1471*01 0,
69 .7541*00 .1431*01 0,
90 .0431*00 .1471*01 0.
91 .683E*00 .1431*01 0.
92 .V*7E*00 .17E*01 0,
93 .1011*01 .1431*01 0.
94 .109E+01 ,147E*01 0.
95 .114E*01 .143*01 0.
94 .516E*00 .1*11*01 0.
97 .5*0E*00 .1561*01 0.
98 .b79E*00 .1611*01 0.
99 ,656E*00 ,156E*01 0,
100 ,7*1E*00 .1611*01 0.
101 .7721*00 .1561*01 0.
102 ,o53E*00 .161E*01 0,
103 .0*91*00 .1561*01 0.
104 .9*6E*00 .1611*01 0,
105 ,100*01 .156E*01 0.
106 .1081*01 .1611*01 0.
107 .1121*01 .1561*01 0.
GlOiiAL -.5171.02
principal -,9.18-*02








































































































































































rff.mif ' '-juj|^iia il lAia.mli aMaa'iWJtaGama^1
108 .562E+00 .174E+01 0.
109 .5821*00 .1691+01 0.
110 .0*31*00 .1741+ol 0.
lll .6861*00 .1691*01 0,
112 .7631*00 .1741*01 0.
113 .7911*00 .1691*01 0.
114 .063E*00 ,174E*01 0.
115 .95E*00 ,169E*01 0.
116 .964*00 .I74E+01 0.
117 .9991*00 . .1691*01 0,
113 .106*01 .174E*01 0.
119 ,1101-01 ,1691*01 0.
120 .1951*01 .1301*01 0.
121 .197E.01 .121E*01 0,
122 .2101*01 ,1301*01 0,
123 .2131*01 .1211*01 0.
124 .2241*01 .1301*01 0,
125 .229E*0l .121F*01 0.
126 ,204E01 .157E+01 0.
127 ,205E*01 ,1481*01 0,
126 .215E+01 .1571*01 0*.
129 .2171+01 ,1431+01 0,
global .1921*00

















































































































































































Hi . -*t a- | , |r./r iu| li.
|}| i/i(ii*oi ,lnr*OI 0,
132 .49JE-01 ,7?F*00 0.
131 ,1461*00 ,B33r*00 0.
13* .2?4E*00 ,912r*00 0.
135 .301E*00 .9171*00 0.
136 .3036*00 .1031*01 0.
137 ,374E*00 ,107E*Ot 0.
138 .119E*01 .1101*01 0.
139 .1151*01 .1041*01 0,
1*0 ,125E*01 ,9b6*00 0.
1*1 .l?7*01 .8961*00 0.
1*2 .1711*01 ,8381*00 0,
1*3 .1381*01 ,8831*00 0.
1*4 .1441*01 .0641*00 0.
145 .18E*01 ,820E*00 0,
1*6 .1591*01 .8701*00 0,
1*7 ,167E*01 .831E*00 0.
1*4 .174*01 ,906E*00 0.
149 .1811*01 .9141*00 0.
ISO .1836*01 .1031*01 0,
151 ,1916*01 .1071+01 0.
'U nu ai - , | un . u |
PH|NC|PAL -,7'l7'-oi




0| tl ll A u
PRINCIPAL





































































global -.1261*03 -.?t*i*o3 0.
































global ,1501*01 -.56oe*oo o.
principal .150e+01 -,563*00 0.
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LAHGEST PRINCIPAL NORMAL STRESS. .27*1*03 IN ELEMENT 138
LAHGST PRINCIPAL SHEAR STRESS . ,l?i*03 IN EL6MNT 134
TOTAL CPU TIHt IN SECONDS 856 TOTAL I/O TIME IN SECONDS 102
it.. Ji
